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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since 1962 a number of investigations concerning counselor educa

tion have been published as a result of research utilizing subjects in 

NDEA Guidance and Counseling Institutes. These studies have pointed 

out several important problems in the area of counselor education. One 

important problem in counselor equcation is the selection of suitable 

counselor candidates. 

The selection of appropriate candidates for counselor training 

programs has been difficult as there is little agreement among counse.., 

lor educators in defining the characteristics of an effective counselor. 

More research is needed in order to define the characteristics of an 

effective counselor (9). Knowledge of such characteristics would 

hopefully provide counselor educators a means by which they could 

select people for their programs who would more likely l;>ecome effective 

counselors. 

Po1mant:i,er (26) has maintained that the primary problem with 

training counselors is the securing of people with "personal character

istics essential to success as a counselor." After recently reviewing 

the literature written on the subject for the last fifteen years, 

Polmantier went on to state that "tli.ere is much yet to be known about 

the personal characteristics of c01mselors, as well as the significance 

of tb,ese charac t:eri.s tics for success in counseling" (26, p, 9.5). 
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Need for the Study 

Counselor educators and psychologists report from time to time the 

need to distinguish characteristics of competent counselors and psycho

therapists (13), Such information would be very beneficial to counse

lor educators in their selection of candidates and development of 

counselqr edu~ation programs. However, since there is no general 

agreement concerning the characteristics of successful counselors, 

selection of counselor candidates has remained a rather random and 

1::\aphazard procedure. Consequ,i;mtly, each counselor educp. t:j.on program 

has utilized its own criter:j.a for ~dmission. 

Presently some training progrq,~s have based their selec t::j.on proce

dures on state certification requirements. Hill (18) has pointed oµt 

however that there is no real evidence that this procedure has enhanced 

the selec~ion process. The latest report (18) indicated that only 37 

states required certificat:j.on for !'jchool counselors. ln addition, the 

certi~ication reqvirements depended primarily upon the practices of 

counselor educators. 

~\ll'lo professiona.l organizations b,ave committees who have published 

criteria for selection and training. For example, the American Pe+son

nel and Guidance Association Committee on Tra~ning, Licensing and 

Certification (3) has published recommended sta~dards for certifying 

school counselors. However, this Committee mentioned that while 

achieyeme:nt and inteUigenc.e tests, interviews and so forth are used 

as selection variables these devices probably were more effective in 

screening out misfits than potentially effective counselors (3). 

Currently counselor educators select and educate counselor candidates 
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as though they knew what an effective counselor was like. The nature 

of the counse~or has been treated as a crucial variable by educators 

qut mast selection procedures rely an the acade~ic promis~ the candi~ 

dates exhibit. As Wrenn (37) has pointed out, schools have tended to 

use intellectual variables for selection o~ candidates because they are 

easy tq assess" These selection procedures utilize such variables as 

unqergradu~te scholastic records, teaching experience, and recommenda

tions from reliable sources (23, 29). Other selection devices have 

included achievement and intel+igence tests, interest inventorie~ and 

interviews. Because of the difficulty in establishing valid criteria 

of counse+ing effectiveness and the crudity of current selection ~eth

ods, the validity of these selection procedures has remained to be 

determined (3)" 

Wrenn (37) has carefully pointed out that reliance on intellectual 

variables does not guarantee the counselor education program of paten-

tially competent counselors. " . . a person who is professionally 

educated but who lacks certain sensitivities and essential qualities 

may know a lot but prove to be a very poor counselor" (37, p. 9). 

Patterson (27) has also mentioned that it is possible that the more 

intellectual and academically able individuals may not become good 

counselors. Keppers (23) found that only 12 percent of the schools he 

surveyed use~ personality tests as part of their selection program. He 

went on to ask why was this so "when a suitable personality is consid

ered so important for a person to be a counselor" (23, p. 92)? 

Part of the answer to ~epper's question is related to the diffi

culty of establishing valid criteria for measuring counseling effec

tiveness. General agreement on the types of desirable candidate 
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characteristics has also been dif~icult tq obtain. Careful s~lection 

of coun,se1or trainees is st;i.11 considered to be ap essential aspect of 

training by many writers (25~ 19), Some writers adv~cate that selec

tion be a continuing process throughout the program. However, until we 

know more about who is a good counselor in training or on the job and 

wl)o is a poor one, selection and education of counselors will remain 

rather difficult. 

Purpose of the Study 

This investigation was concerned with two groups of graduate stu

dent~ who were enrolled in the master's degree program of Student 

Personnel and Guidance, Collegi= of Education at Oklahoma State Univer

sity. Group 1 consisted of counselor candidates enrolled in counseling 

practicum summer 1972. Group 2 consisted of counselor candidates en

rolled in counseling practicum fall semester 1972. 

The purpose of this investigation was to dev~lop predictors f~om 

four standardized tests which could be utilized as part of a screening 

procedure for the selection of coui:iselor candidq.tes. . More specifically 

this study was interested in validating the use of four instruments as 

predictors of final success in counseling practicum. Thus the purpose 

of using these predictors would be to select before the practicum 

courses those counselor candidates who appeared to be most capable of 

developing into good counselors.. 

Statement of the Problem 

It is a difficult problem to select individuals who are capable of 

<leveloping into good counselors (25), During the past ten years 



investigatot;s have reported in the literature their at:;t:;empts to ~d~n

tif~ distinguishin~ cparact:;eristic;s of competent counselor candidates. 

Such attriputes as low an:x;iety, a nee4 for order and ap i,nt;e~~st in 

social services are a few of the many variables that have been found 
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to characterize competent counselor candidates (6, 31, 5). Some of the 

resul~s of these studies have been supported by further research, how

ever many have not (13, 8). lt is the researcher's belief tha~ these 

contradictory results can be partially accounted for by use of differ

ent samples, varying research qµestions, or a 1ack of consi$tent use of 

reputable scales. 

·This e~ploratory study was designed to determine the rel~tionship 

between judged counselo~ effectiveness ~nd personality, temperament, 

intere&ts, and open-mindedness of coi..niselor trainees. Specifically, 

this study has attempted tp answer the following questions• 

A. What is the relationship among interests, temperament, per~o~~ 

ality anq open~closed mindedness characteristiqs and rated counselor 

e_ompetence in counseling practicum? 

B. What interests, temperament, personality and open-closed 

mindedness characteristics distinguish themselves as being goo<;i predic

tors of effective counselor candidate& in practicum? 

It was anticipated that the problem investigated in this stµdy 

would contribute to a greater µnderstan<;ii,ng of factors related to the 

chract:;eristics of competent counselor c~ndidates and possibly suggest 

ways for improving the criteria employed in the select;ion o;E ~oun&elor 

candidates at Ok,lahoma State University and other institutions, 
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D~finitiQns of Terms 

~he following defiµitiQps apply to this study, 

Counselor Cand:i,dµtes, Those gradv.ate stttdents who were enroUed 

in Counseling Practicum (Education 5593, as listed in the Oklahoma 

State University Graduate catalogue, 1972-1973) during the summer and 

f~J.l semesters. Group 1 was comprised of graduate students who were 

~n+olled in Counseling Practicum dµring th~ 1972 summer session. Group 

~ consisted of graduate students who were enro).led in Counseling Prac

ticum during the 1972 fall semester. 

CQun~elor gat~ng Scale. This scµle was the criterion measure used 

by the judges to rate each cqunselor candidate's counseling effective

ness. 

Judges, The judges wer~ three doctoral candidates enrolled in the 

St;1,1dent Personnel and Guidance program a,t Oklahowa, Stiite Uµiverliii ty, 

1972, who rated t;he coun13eling effect:i,.yeness of each counselor candi

date using the Counselor Rating Scale. 

Effective gounselor Candidate. Those counselor candidates who 

received high ratings from each of the three judges on the Counselor 

Rating Scale at the end of t,:he C<;mnseling Prac tii;um semester. 

Personali t.::x; characteristics, Scores made by the counselor candh 

dates on YMCA secretary, social studies high school teacher, city 

school superintendent, minister and psychologist subscales of the 

Stron$ Vocaqonal Interest Blank, Men 1 s form 1 

Temper.;1.m~nt. Scores made by the counselor candidates on each 

subtest of the Guilford Zimmerman Temperament Survey. 

oe~n-mindedness. This refers to those counselor candid~tes who 

sqpred low on Rok~ach's Do~natism Scale~ Form D. 



Closed7mtndzdnesa. This refers to those counselor candidates who 

scored high on Rokeach's Dogm~tism Sc~le, Form D. 

Limitations 

+n this study neither the counselor candidates nor the counse1ee 

group were selected randomly, Thus, tb,is study was limited tq those 

graduate students who were enrolled in Counseling Practicum (Educat~on 

5593) during the summer 1972 and fall 1972 at Oklahoma State ijniver

sitY· Another limitation was the small population size for computing 

multiple regression weights. 
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The criterion of counselor effe~tiveness was based on ratings made 

by the judges. The ratings were made for each counselor trainee using 

a self-developed rating scale, the Counselor Ratin& S~ale (Appenqi~ A); 

there are inherent limitations in the use of this type of assessment 

(16). 

Hill (18) pointed out that counselors may be more ~ffectiye in 

dealing with one kind of pr<!>blem but ineffective with others. Informa"' 

tion regarding the specific problems of the counselee group was not 

available. However, since the services of the University Counseling 

Center a.re known to the student population, the problems encountered by 

the candidates were assumed to be typical of those in a university 

counseling center, The counselees were "normal" s tuden~s with the 

majority seeking educational and vocational counseling. No estimates 

were made of the number and types of problems seen in counseling by the 

trainees. 



HypotP.eses 

'fl:l.is study investig~ted the follqwing hypotheses. The hypotqeses 

are reported in the null form. 

~· There are no statistically significant relationships 
between the eighteen scales of tqe California Psycholog
ical !nvr-ntory (Dominance, Capacity for Status, Socia .. 
bility,.Social Presence, Self-acceptance, Sense of 
Well-being, Responsibility, Socialization, Self .. control, 
Tolerance, Good Impression, Communality, Achievement via 
Conformance, Achievement via Independence, Intellectual 
efficiency, Psychological-mindedness, Flexibility, 
Femininity) and the ratings o~ each of the three judges 
of the counselor candid.ates as measured by the Counselor 
Rating Sea~!=· 

a, There are no statistically significant relationsh~ps 
between the YMCA secretary~ social studies high school 
teacher, city school superintendent, minister, psycholo
gist subsca1es of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, 
Men 1s form and the ratings of each of thE} .three judges 
of the counselor candidates as measured by the Counselor 
Rating Scale. 

c. T):lere are no statistically significant: relationships 
between the ten scales of the Guilford Zimmerman Tempera
ment Survey (General Activity, Restraint, Ascendance, 
Sociability, E;moJ;:ional Stq,qqi ty, Obj ec t;ivi ty, FriendJ,.i ... 
nei:;s, Thougl)tfolness, Person9'1. rebtionfi>, and Masculinity) 
and the ratings of each of the three jud~es of the coun~ 
selor candidates as measured by the Counselor Rating 
Scale. 

p. There are no statistically significant relationships 
between the counselor trainees' scores on the Rokeach 
Dogmatism Scale, Form D and the ratings of each of the 
three judges of the counselor candidates as measured by 
the Counselor Rating Scale, 

E. There a.re no s ta tis tic ally significant relationships 
between the eighteen scales of the California Psycholog
ical Inventory and the combined jud~es' ratings of the 
counselor candidates as measured by the Counselor Rating 
Scale. 

F. There are no statistically significant relationships 
between the five selected scales of the Strong Vocational 
Interest B1ank, Men's form and the combined judges' rat
ings of the counselor candidates as measured by the 
Counselor Rating Scale. 
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G. There are no statistically significant relationships 
between the ten scales of the 'Guilford Zimmerman Tempera• 
ment Survey and the combinep judges' ratings of the 
coµpselor candidates as measured br the Counselor Rating 
Scale, 

H. There are no statistically significant relationsqips 
between the counselor candidates' scores on the Roj:<:.each 
Dogmatism Scale, Form D and the combined judges' ratings 
of the counselor candidates as measured by the Counselor 
Ra ting Sea le. 

Organization of the Study 

This study was divided into five chapters. the first chapter was 

a delineation of the need fpr the stupy, purpose, stq.tement of the 

wroblem~ and statements of the hypotheses, Selected research studies 

y;rh:i,.ch were concerned with the prediction of counE;elor effec tivi;iness 

f;roIP various personality measurements were summarized in Chapter II, 

The method~ of analysis used in the study were disc4ssed in Chapter 

Ill- This chapter included a discussion of the statistical methods 

employed in the regression procedures. The complete findings of the 

study were reported in Chapter !V. Chapter V presented the overall 

sunnnary, suggestions and recommendations for further study, 

9 



CHAPTER. II 

REV~EW OF LITERATURE 

+he purpose of this chapter was tp present research studies that 

were directly related to the prediction of counselor success in train

ing Pn ~he basis pf selected characteristics. In the past psyaqolo

gists have speculated about the nature of the competent counselor 

possessing ~µah traits as security, sensitivity, and objectivity (35). 

Finding a· suitable criterion by which to measure these and other traits 

has been a problem. 

In the following review various criteria we.re useQ to define the 

effective counselor, Various researchers defined the effective coun

~elor by such means as high ratings by peers and supervisors, abili~y 

to communicate effectively, and sup1;3:i:;visor ranking::;. From these 

defined aspects of an effective counsel.or various personological char~ 

acteristics were predicted and tested. In order to present this review 

in a clear and complete manner, divisions were made within the review 

according to the methods used to delineate the successful or effective 

counselor. 

Supervisor Ratings of Candidates 

Demos and Zuwalif (13) conducted a study at San Fernando Valley 

State College during the summer of 1962 utilizing subjects in an NDEA 

Counseling and Guidance institute, A relatively homogeneous group of 

1 (\ 
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30 s~corda.ty ~chool c~~nselor~ partictpa~~d, in the institute. 

Three psychometric measure@ents were admini$t~~ed to the col,lni:H~lor 

can~idates. The measl,lrements were' Alh,Prt ... vernan ... Lindz~y Studr ot' 

Values; Kuder Preference Record (Personal); and Edwards Personal 

Pr~ference Schedule. Four supervisors rated the counselors at ~he 

close of the institute using ya~io~s obje~tive and subjective criteria. 

$()me Qf the crit;eria used were ra.tin~s scf'l.les of counseling sessions, 

observation through closed circuit television and client ratings of 

counselors, The supervisors ~ated the candidates as to their effec.., 

tiveness and categol;'iz~µ th~ 15 most successful and the 15 least 

successful cou~selors from the gr0up of ~Q. 

Statistical tests (t t~sts) were ~tilized to petermine the signif .. 

icant differ11nwes be Ween the: two groups. '!he Study of Values an~ 

Kuder PrefeJ;"ence Record - Personal were f9und not to discriminate 

bet;wElen the :m9st .. effective ami least;.,,.effective counselors, The Edw;irds 

Personal Prefere~ce S9hed4le differentiated the above average counse~ 

lors from the below average counselors on several scales: the need for 

autonomy, affiliation, abasement, nuturance and aggression. The 111ost

effective counselors indicated signif~cantly more nuturance apd affili.., 

ation and the ieast-effectiv~ counselors exhibited more ~utop.omy, 

abasement, and aggressio~. 

The invest:i,gators concluded that whUe many psycholqgical instru

ments do not appear to be ab+e to dif~ere-o.t:l,ate between counseiors who 

ar~ ~ost effectiv~ or who a~e least effective~ the Edward~ Personai 

Preference $~hedule does appear to be sensitive to differences between 

the two samples. 
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In 1970 Jansen, Robb, and Bon~ (21) attempted to assess the rela .. 

tionships betw~en inte1leat~ve tnd npn-inteilective characteristics and 

comp~tence ai;; a counselo!!'. rn.e sample for this study cc;>nshted of 34 

females who had completed the evaluation seminar in counseling and 

guidance at ~orth Texas State University during the period of Septem

~er, 1967 th~ough Janµary, 1969. 

The ev~luation seminar was a required co4rse to be completed by 

candidates for the master 1 s degree in guidance and counseling. In the 

aeminar each candidate was evahi~ted in averaH comp~tence ip. counsel .. 

ing skill, knowledge of th~orie~ and techniques by analysis of counsel~ 

ing topics. The investigators att~~pted ip this study to answer the 

question: Are there differences in intellective and non .. intellective 

characteristics between atud~nt~ rated by faculty members ai;; falling 

within the top 25 perqmt in oyera.11 coinpetence at tb,e end o~ the 

evaluation seminar and $tµdents rated in the bottom 25 percent? Seven-. 

teen o~ the subjects were aeiec~ed from the tqp quarter and 17 w~re 

sel~cted from the lowest quarter of those who had completed the evalua

tion s~minar. 

The data used in making the ratings of overall counseling compe

t~nce were gi;i.thered at various points throughout the evaluation seminar 

semester. Knowledge of counseling theories and tech~iques, knowl~dge 

of tests were asaessed by objectiv!f examinations. Ability to use tests 

and counsel were determined by apalysis of counseling tapes. T~e tapes 

w~re analyzed by the seminar leader using a seven~pain~ Semantic Dif-. 

ferential format: a) self-concept~ b) openness, c) empathy, d) enthu

siasm, ~) poise, f) ~lexibilityj g) warmth, and b,) appropriateness of 

~eflection, interpretatipns, and information. 
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All ratings of qver~li comp~tence were ~ade by the director of the 

counseling center who h~d not taught any of tP,e students being rated in 

~ther cla.s$es and had no knowledge of other tests, inventory scores or 

previous academic performance. The following data were available for 

each subject~ a) age, Q) Ohio State ijniversity Psychological Test 

('orm 21) raw scores~ c) Gooperative English Tests (Vocabulary, Compre

hension, E;x:pression raw scores), d) Gµilford Zimmerman +empera:q1ent 

Survey raw scores, e) ~innesota Teacher Attitude Inventory. 

· Statistical t test was used to determine the differences in mean 

scores on the intellective and non-intellective variables between the 

~e~a1e students in the top and bottom quarters in the evaluation 

semip.ar cour;;;e, The resl.,llts of tqe non·dntellec tive var:i,ab le as 

measl.,J.red by the Guilford Zimmerman ~emperaroent Survey indicated that 

the coJ11petent cot.inselors appeared to be l!IOre sociable, more emotiona1ly 

staqle and less ego-~nvolved than those counselors rated low in overall 

competency. 

In conclusion the investigators found that the high-rated counse

lors were significantly younger, more intellectually capable than their 

low rated counterparts, They appeared to be more sociable, emotionally 

stable, objective and restrained than the female counselors who were 

rated low in overall competence, 

Bandura (6) in 1956 investigated the effect of anxiety on the 

therapist's ability to do effective psychotherapy. He tested two 

hypotheses; 1) competent psychothe.r~pists are less anxious than those 

who are judged to be less competent, and 2) competent psychotherapists 

have a greater degree of insight into the nature of their anxi~ties 

than do le~s conipetent therapists. 
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'J;'he subjects were 42 psychot:herapists; 32 were clinical psych9l

ogisti:i, eight ps;Yctliatrists, and two psychiatric i;;ocid wotk.ers. The 

st4dy incluqe<;l E;!uch cl:!.nical settings as a chUd ~uidance cliniQ, a. 

community psychological clinic, a university student: counseling center 

~nd a V. A, neuro-psrchiatric hospital. Anxiety and insight measures 

were obtaineq for three central conflict areas - dependency, hostility, 

and sexuality. Each variable was measured by defining lc>w, meP.ium~ i:i.nd 

h:i..gh degree of anxiety in terms that would be descrptive of overt 

behavior. 

E.;i.ch p$yCh(!)theraph t in a group :i::anked au therapists j.pc 1ud;i.ng 

hil!1self with respect to anxiety level on each of the three variables as 

defined. The rank of one was assigned to the therapist who was judged 

in the group to be most anxious and the bottom :i::ank Wl;l.S the least: 

an:x;ious thera.pist, The an:xiety measure was detel;'mined by averagi~g 

the ratings assigned to a therapist by his associates on each of the 

three variables. The insight measure was defined in terms o~ the rela

tive discrep~ncy petween a subject's self~rating and the average group 

rating for that subject. 

Supervisors' ratings constituted the criterion measure, Ratings 

of the therapeutic competence were obtained from supervisors who had 

extensive contact; with the therapists, Competence was defined in terms 

of the therapists 1 ability to facilitate improvement in the adjustments 

of patients. 

The cqefficient qf reliability was estimated py using Ebel's 

analysis of variance technique, The coefficient was .84 for the 

ratings among the supervisors. The results obtained were: 



l. Anxi9us therap~sts we~e r4ted tQ be 1es~ ~°'°petent 
psycqo~~er,pi~ts t~an thei1pists wqo we~e low in 
4Mhty. 

2. ~here we~e nP ai~n~ficAnt ~~l~t:;i9nships.betweep ~he 
therapist's deg~ee of insight into the nature of their 
anxieties and ratings of psyc;;ho~het;"a)?eutic cotnpetence. 

3. There were no significant re~at:f,qnships found between 
tber~pists• se1~~ratinga of ap~iety and ratings of 
their ps~chotherapeutic cpmpetence. 

:tn cpncludon, ~'ncJ.ura mainta:f,ned. that the preaence of ,g.p.xiety in t:;he 

therapist, whether feco~nized or not, affects his ability to do suc

cessful psychotherapy. 
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JacksQn and Tho~pson.(20) as~e~sed the d.ifference.between counse-

lors rtted e~fective anA :f,n~ffect:f,v~ on c;;o~nitiv~ fle~ibility. taler~ 

ance o~ a~big~ity and attitµq~s i~wa~cl self,, mQst people~ most; clients 

and counseling. ~a~kson a~d 'th!:mlpson hyfothe~i~ed th4t: 1) couns~lors 

;~ted µtgh on effeqt~venes~ voul~ ~~ ~Qre cognitive ~le~ible, toleran~ 

of ampiguity, and ~av~ ~or~ pqsitiv~ ~tt~~ud~s t:;owar~ s~lf, mo~~ 

people, mo~t clients, and cpuns,lin$~ and ?) a~~ pf the c9unselqrs 

wc;n.ild not be a significaflt t'actQ:t!' when tiles~ variables were eonddered, 

The study was conducted with ~ounsel~rs from five former ND~A 

Guidance Institutes at the Universtty of T~nnessee. Supervisors 

analy~ed videotapes and audiotapes ot' counselin~ sessions~ At the end 

of the instit,1,lte t:t"a.:i..ning period 1;1,n overdl rating qf "excel.lent,'' 

"average," an4 "poor" was dedgn~t~d fQt" ea.ch coun~e1or l?ased on per-

formance in counseling .sityations. ~h~ c~iterion for judgin~ a counse-

lQf was evidence of client movement towa~d self understanding~ self

accevtaµce, s~ills in satisfying needs~ de~isidn making skills and 

spec:i,.;fic goal attai.nmep.t, '.):'he c;c:iuns.elor;t1 'l:'eceiv:l.ng ratings of "excei-

lent" were ~efi:ned .;is the mQst-effecti,ve gvpup and those receiying 
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"poor" ratings the lea,st .. eff~c tive group. 

Four cqunselor1:1 qn th!! staff at th~ Stuqent Coµnselins Centf;)Ji at 

the Universi~y of l'enness~e were trained to rate ~esponse~ to cas~ 

episodes for cognitive flexibility aoqording to the scoring system 

developed by Whitele;y, Sprinth~l, Mosher and Donaghy (:36). Cognitive 

fle~ibility scores were bqsed on a seven-point rating scale that ranged 

from one for flexible to seven for rigid, Hanson's modified version of 

Budner•s Intolerance-Tolerance for Ambiguity scale was used to measure 

the counselor's tolerapce of qmbiguity. 

A semantic differential was used to measure counseling related 

attitudes. The counselors rated theiF own attitudes on seven concepts: 

myself as I aro now, myself in most situations, mys~lf as a counse1o+, 

most people, most clients, co4nseling and my PVrposes as a counselor. 

l'he cognitive Ue~ij;>ilH:y scoreli! were tested b;v analylilis of vari.,. 

ance and it was found that there wen~ no $ignHicant di:f;ferencef!; 

between the two &roups. ~he most ffP~ least effective counselors and 

the men and women counselors tended tp scor~ siroiiarly on tolerance of 

ambiguity. The most effective counselors were significantly more posi

tive in their att;it4des toward self, most people, most clients, and 

counseling than the least effeetive counselors. 

The result~ pf the study indicated that effective counselors were 

not more co&ni tively flexible and tol,eq.nt of ambiguity than ineffec,.. 

tive coupselors; male and female counselors were &lso not differentiat

~~ on these two dimensions. As a group the fem~le counselors were more 

positive than male counselors in their attitudes toward self, most 

clients and counseling; also th~ most effective counselors were more 

positive in their attitudes toward self, most clients, and co1,.1.nseling 
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than the least ~f~~ctive coqn~elo~s. 

Whiteley, Sprinthall, Moshe:t' and Donaghy (36) inv~sti,gate9 co~ni, .. 

ti,ve flexibility as a di~e~sion of counselor effectiveness. rl~xibil

ity in counseling behavior was predicted from the Rorschach, Thematic 

Apperception Test, Personal Differentiation Test and case studies. 

!he sample for the study consisted of 19 students (seven men and 

twQlve women) who were candidates for a Masters of Education degree in 

guidance at Harvard University. The Rorschach and Thematic Appercep

tion Test were administered during the early stq.ges of the training 

program. These test protocols were scorecl and used as a basis from 

which to make predictions about e~ch counse1ar on each dimension of the 

Counselor Rating Blank. A similar approach was employed in analyzing 

the stories from the Thematic Appe~c~ption Test. The Personal Differ

entiation Te$t y;r.;ts used as a nqnprpjective measure of cognU,ive fle:l!:i'" 

b ;i.l:i, tY. 

Two case studies used as a predictive criterion we~e admini~tered 

to the subjects el::!.rly in the semEH3ter. The cases were "critical inci.,. 

dent" situations and the subjects were to write out a response as 

rapidly as possible. The cases were ~cored according to a flexibility

ri,gidity rating system. 

The film used in the stµdy was f::. C
1

1inical :Pic.~ui;e £,£, Cl,au,stropho

bia also presented early in the $0mester. The film was stppped at 28 

critical points and the students wer~ a$ked to respond ta the client as 

each thought appropria,te. The Allen scoring system (1) was used to 

rate th~ variety and appropriateness of the coun~elars' re$ponse$. 

Interjµdge reliability using the Spearman rank-order cqefficient was 

.94. 
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The criterion u~ed for evalu~ting the effectiveness of the counse~ 

lor was the Counselor Rating Blank. The following characteristics of 

counselor b~P.avior were to be evaluated by the supervisors: 

1. An overall rating of the ¥ay in which intellectual 
process is applied in counseling. 

2, Cognitive attitude was rated in terms of the degree of 
exploration and examination of client-counselor inter
action, the effective repetoir of counselor responses, 
the amount and quality of interpretation, the ability 
to handle the unexpected, 

3. Cognitive attitude toward the supervision process. 

Each sµbscale and sum~ary category was rat~d on a seven-point cognitive 

:flexibility.-rigidity scale. A score of one indicated a high order of 

cognitive flexibility; a score of seven indicated a high order of 

cognitive rigidity. 

The results of the study indicated that the two predictors, 

projective test scores and scores on the ~ritical inciqent cases, 

correlated highl~ with each other (,7~, p<(.Ol), as well as with the 

criterion variable, the supervisor's ratings, A correlation coeffi-

cient of .78 was obtained between the critical incident scares and the 

criterion. The scores on the ~ersonal Differentiation Test and the 

criterion indicated no significant difference. 

The major finding of the study was that cognitive flexibility-

rigidity, as predicted on the basis of projective tests, demonstrated 

a reasonabl;y- high positive relationship to supervisor ratings on the 

same dimension, Traditional methods of selecting graduate ~tudents -

the ~iller Analogies Test and the Graduate Record Examination -

correlated only , 09 wi tp. supervisors' ratings o;f competence of each 

counselor. 



Peer Judgements ot Candidates 

Taking a different approach to identifyin,$ effective counselors 

Stefflre, King, and Leafgren (31) identified effective counselors by 
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, peer judgements. In 1962 these three investigators attempted to i,den

tify differences between counselors who were chosen by their peers as 

i;!ffective and tqose who were rejected as n,ot being ef;fective on four 

dimensions. The four areas investigated were: 1) academic, (2) inter

ests and values, 3) personality and 4) self-concept. It was determined 

, that peer judgements were a valuable method of identifying effective 

counselors as the trainees would have considerable knowledge of each 

qther and were acquainted with the purposes and accepted processes of 

counseling. 

The sample consisted of forty participant~ (36 were ~en) who were 

involvec;l in a semester long NDEA Guidance l;nstitute at Mich;l.gan State 

University, All participants were either counselors or se0onc;lary 

scnool teachers preparing to become coun~elars. 

As part o~ the total institute evaluation procedures participants 

were asked to react to the other members of the institute as potential 

counselors. Each member placed in a normal distribution the names of 

other members they would pref~r to seek out for counseling. One end of 

the distrib'l,ltion was for names of those cqunselors to whom the person 

would be most apt to seek out for counseling, and the opposite end of 

the distribution was for the names of those counselors the rater would 

be least apt to go to for counseling, The top nine chosen counselors 

and the bottom nine rejected counselors were identified and the differ~ 

ences between the two groups were analyzed for distinguishing charac

teristics. 
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The t test was used for all analysis. A.caderoically the chosen 

counselors had a mean higher grade point average than d~d the rejected 

counselors fqr both graduate and underg;raduate work. The ~ean graduate 

grade point average for the chosen group was 3.69~ and the mean gradu

ate grade point average for the rejected ~roup was 3.07. 

In reviewing the results of measures on interests a~d values, the 

Strong Vocational Interest 5lank, Men 1 s form discriminated between the 

two groups of counselors in the general area of social service and 

welfare. foqr oc::'cupational spec:ialities - pl\blic administrator, ¥MCA 

secretary, social studies high ~chool teacher, city school su~erintend

ent~ minister - wel;'e conside;red by the ''chosen" counselors as mo;re 

interesting, The diffe;renc:e between the chqsen and ;rejected counselors 

was significant at the r05 1evel. One qf the nonoccupational scales, 

Interest Maturity, was si&nificant at the one percent level, indicating 

a highet;' interest maturity among the "chosen'' counselors. 

Personality vari~bles were measured by f4e ~okeach Oogmatism Scale 

and the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule. ~he differences between 

the chosen and rejected group on the Rokeach Scale were significant 

with the "chosen" counselors being less dogmatic than the rejected 

counselors. The Edwards yielded fqur significant differences out of 

the 15 tests. Chosen counselors obtained higher scores on deference 

and order and lower scores on abasement and aggression. This finding 

substantiated some of Demos and Zuwaylif's results as they also found 

that less effective coun~elors exhibit more abasement and aggression 

than m0re effective counselors, 

In summary a significant finding was that the counselors were able 

to agree on which of their fellow counselors they believe to be good 
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counselors an~ which fl.re poor ones. the chose~ counselors were less 

dogniatiQ,. th~y ~ended to have occupation~l interests th•t fell in the 

Sociai Service or· Welfflre areas. Chosen counselors tended to have a 

higher need for order and deference and have higher academic perform-

anoe. 

~rb4ckle (5) conducted a study in 1956 to determine if any unique 

features existed among counselor trainees who had been either selected 

or rejected by their fellows as individuals whom they would like to 

have as counselors, Seventy coµnselor candidates froin the Boston 

University School of Educa~ion were the subjects of the study. They 

were formed into smaller groups at the beginning of the semester so 

that they could become known among their fellows. ~he students partic-

ipated in r~le playing, reactions to tape recordings and discussion ~f 

personal counseling problems, fl.nd so forth. 

low~rd the end of the semester the Minnesota Multiphasic Personal-

ity Invento~y, the Heston Personality Inventory, an4 the Kuder Prefer-

ence Record were administered to each student. At the last class 

session the students were asked to answer these questions; 

1. List in rank order of preference three people in this 
class you would most likely go to if you needed coµn
$eling. 

2. iist in rank order of preference three people in this 
class to whom you would be least likely to go to for 
counseling. 

3. List three characteristics, traits, or attitudes, that 
you would most like to find in a counselor, 

4. List three characteristics, traits, or attitudes that 
you would least like to find in a counselor. 

A tally was made of the students who received the greatest number 

of selections and those who received the greatest number of rejections. 



Chi square was used to determine whether the ditferences between 

theoretical frequencies a.ri.d observed heqµencies could be a.ttrib4ted 

ta chance variation in the sample~ 
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An analysis of the results of the Heston Personality Inventory 

indicated on1y one variable, Home Satisfaction, where a significant 

difference (.01) was found to exist between student candidates selected 

and those rejected. Those students who were rejected as counselors 

scored significantly lower than the selected student candidates. 

The results of the MMPI :tndicated that students tended to choose 

as counselors fellow student:s who were "more normFJ)" than they, Sig

nificant differences (.01) were found to exist on Hypoyhondriasis, 

Depression, Paranoia, Hysteria, Schizophrenia, Social I. E. and Psych~ 

asthenia, with students selected as c~unselors scaring significantly 

lower on these ;i.tf;'!.ms than the studentl'l whp chose them. GfF.p.eq.lly the 

students tended to reject as cauni=ielori=i those of their fell9ws who were 

more abnormal than they. Signiticant differences (,01) were found on 

Hypochondriasis, Paranoia, Hysteria, Sch:tzqphrenia, Psy~qopathic devi

ate and ijypomania with students who were ~ejected scoring significantly 

higher than those who rejected them. 

The Kuder Preference Record, Form BM yielded the following 

results. A significant: difference betweeµ selectf;'!.d and rejected coun

selors was found on four scales: Social Service, Persuasive, Literary, 

and Scient:ific. On each of these scales the selected counselors hFJ.d a 

h:tgher interest score. 

To summarize students who were chosen by their fellow students as 

people they would like to have as a counselor were considered to be 

more "normal," that is they scored lower on Hypochondrias is, 



Dep:i:-ession, Pa.rap.pia, Rys teria, Schizophl;"i:mia~ ~o<;ria1 I, Ji;. and 

Psychasthenia Scale~. These studeP.ts also indicated a hig~er deg~ee 

of ip.t~rest in s~cia1 service, persuasive, literary and scientific 

activities as measured by the ~uder. 

Evaluated Ability to Communicate 
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Brams (8) undertook a study to investigate the relationship 

between some personality characteristics pf counseling candidates and 

the effectiveness of their ability to communicate with clients in 

counseling interviews. The study was based on the assumption that the 

apility qf the counselor to comm4nicate effectively with the client was 

important in the construction of a successful working relationship. 

The subjects were 27 graduate students, 22 males and five females, 

who were drawn from two semesters of the counseling practicum course at 

the University of Missourir The criterion scale was the Communication 

Rating Scale (C~$) whi~h was used as a measure of effective communica

tion in counseling, A criterion score indicated the e~fectiveness of 

communication in each candidate's counseling interview and was obtained 

by ~ooling and averaging the judge's (supervisor's) total ~eighted 

scores for each candidate on the CRS. Each candidate was rated by at 

least two judges who had superyised him in the practicum course. 

During the first half of the semester in which the candidates we~e 

enrolled in the practicum qourse, they were given a pattery of tests, 

which inc~uded the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, the 

M~nifest Anxiety Scale, the Index of Adj4stment and Values and the 

Berkeley Public Opinion Questionnaire. Before the end of the semester, 

the candidates were given the Communication Rating Scale; they 
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independently rat.pd the~selves ;:1.nd au other candidatesi who were in the 

course with th~m. The trainees were able to rate each other as they 

~ad all beard several of each classmate's recorded counseling inter~ 

views during the semester. The judges were also independently rating 

each trainee they had supervised during the semester. 

Product ~oment correlations were computed between judge's ratings 

fov ·each trainee to determine reliability of the criterion. In order 

to determine if there were any significant differences between the 

se~es on any 9f the variables, t ratios were used and the Cochran Cox 

Correction formula was used where heterogeneous variables were ob

served. 

The J;eliabiUty betwe~n the judge's ratings of each candidate on 

the Co~munication Rating Scale ranged from .81 to ,95 all significant 

at the .05 level of con;fidepce. The c;orJ;elation between the judges' 

ratings &nd the peer gr94p rating was .73. Brams suggested that the 

candidates were as accurate as practicum supervisors in their judge

ments of each trainee's ability to ~ommunicate effectively with 

dients. 

None of t):ie correlations between the criterion apd the MMPI scales 

were significant. Brams stated that the scores as a whole indicated 

that candidatres could be viewed as self-confident~ poised, sociable~ 

secure, dependable· and relatively well-adjusted group, 

The correlation qetween the criterion ;:i,nd the Manifest Anxiety 

Scale was not statistically significant. The correlations between the 

criterion and the Index of Adjustment and Values were also insignifi

cant. The cqrrelation between the criterion and the Berkeley Public 

Opinion Questionnaire was -.35 which was significant at the .05 level 
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of confidence, The researcher suggested tqat this finding tentatively 

supported the hypothesis that counselors who create ~uccessful col!lmuni~ 

cative counseling relatione;ltips wet:e more tolera.nt of ambiguouEI mate .. 

rial in the counseling interview than less successful counselors. 

The results of the studywere rather inconclusive. It is possible 

that effective communication during the counseling interviews was 

positively related to the counselor's tolerance for ambiguity as 

me~~ured by the Berkeley Public Opinion Questionnaire. 

Supervisor ~ankings of Candidates 

Combs and Soper (10) conducted an eKperiment to determine whether 

good coi..mselqrs could be distinguished from poor ones on the basis of 

their characteristic ways of perceiving self~ others and the task of 

counseling. Thirty-one counselors~in-training were selected ~ram local 

school systems to participate in a ND~A Guidance institute at the 

University of Florida d4ring th~ 1961-1962 academic year. The re

searc~ers maintained that the crucial aspect to an effective counseling 

relationship was the nature of the counselor's attitudes and ways of 

?erceiving himself, his task, and his client. The perceptual variables 

were obtained in the following manner. Four times during the semester 

each student was required to hand in a description of a "human rela

tions incident" which induded a critique about; a) what he thought 

about it now; b) what seemed to be the crux of the problem; and c) what 

he felt he might petter have done about it, '.fhese human relation$ 

incidents were read by.four research assistants to determine the kinds 

of perceptions held by the writer. The perceptual inferences were 

recorded on a seven-point scale for each of 12 items on the score 
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aheet. 'rhe sum of the fo\.!.r rat~ngs asstgned to each item was used as 

tbe final score for each couQselor tr~inee on that particular item. 

The counselor cand~d$tes were plac~d in rank order with respect to each 

perceptual item under investigation and with qi.spect to the tota,l score 

for all items summed. These rank orders ~ere then correlated with 

effectiveness ratings made by the faculty. 

I)uring the 1ast week of the institute the faculty were asked to 

evaluate the co~nselor candidates as to effectiveness. Fourteen facul-

ty me!llbers who had been, supervisors in the practic1,1m were ;;isked as a 

group to come to a consensus on a rank order of the candidates. The 

faculty then arranged the counselor candidates in order from best to 

poorest counselor~ 

Rank order correlations were co~puted to deterwine the relation-. 

ship between the perceptual analyses and the effectiveness of the coun-

selor candidates. It was found that good counselors will be more 

likely to perceive: 

l. from an internal rathf2!.r than ;m external frame of 
reference. 

~. in terms of people rather than things. 

3. others as able rather than unable. 

4. others as dependable rather than undependable. 

5. others as friend+y rather than unfriendly, 

6. others as worthy rather than unworthy. 

7, themselves as identi{ied with people rather than apart 
from people. 

8. themselves enough rather than wanting. 

9, themselves as self~revealing rather than self~concealing. 



10. tijeir purppses AS freeing r~ther than co~trolling. 

ll. their purpos~ altruistically rather t:han nat'cissi~t:i
oaliy. 

12. their purposes as concerned with larger rather than 
smaller meanings, 

All but two of the correlations were significant at the .01 level. 

~ul!lber 8 was significant at the . 05 level and Number 9 wq.s significq.nt 

at the .02 level of confidence. 

Blocher (7) attempted to identify and measure factors thq.t might 

be useful in predictirng which students would be successful in the 

adv1;1.nced phases of a counselor training program. '1;4e su.bjec ts were 30 

enrollees in tqe 1961-1962 academic year NDEA Counseling and Guidance 

Institute at the University of ~inn~sota. Members were selected on the 

basis of undergraduate gradei:;~ ~iller A.naiosies Test scores, super ... 

visors' recommendations and personal interviews. The institute program 

consisted of academic work~ field practice and ~ounseling practicum 

which allowed the four supervisqrs e~tensive contact witp each member. 

The criterion was the level of predi~ted performance as a school 

counselor, The four members of the counselor education staff ranked 

the.30 enrollees on this criterion. The four sets of rankings were 

then combined to produce a single criterion of staff ranking on level 

of predicted performance as a school counselor. 

The four predictors in this study were: peel;' i;ankirrns ~ NPEA 

comprehensive examination, Kud~r Person~l Preferepce Record~ Farm p 

and grades, The peer rankings were obtained on ~ach student and pooled 

into a composite peer ranking, The comprehensive examination given 

prior to entrance into the institute was a ~00 item multiple choice 

test which covered six supject areas, l'he Kuder preference Record was 
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also given at the beginning of the institute. The grades were computed 

from the total points earned on tests and written assisn~ents in the 

three courses. 

The results were analyzed by a multiple regression equation~ The 

correlation between the staff rankings and peer rankings was .62. The 

high schQol cpunselor score on the Kuder correlated negatively wHh 

other predictors. The use of peer rankings, Kuder and comprehensive 

scores together correlated .76 with the criterion, The researcher 

concluded that the peer group ratings were of value in evaluating 

counselor effectiveness. 

Sunnnary 

The counselor's personality has been the subject of consiclerable 

research. A variety of efforts have been made to pinpoint the traits 

of an effective coupselor. A majoJ: problem in defining the effective 

counselor has qeen the lack of a~reenient on the criterion to l:>a used to 

measure counselor effectiv~ness. 

De~os and Zuwaylif (13) found that a high score on the subscales 

of nuturance and affiliation of the Edwards Personal Preference Scale 

were characteristics of more-effective counselors as rated by practicum 

supervisors. The least-effective counselors indicated significantly 

more autonomy, abasement and aggression than the ~ore-effective counse

lors. 

Stefflre, King, and Leaf gr en (31) found that the effective counse

lor, those selected by peers~ scored higher on the general areas of 

social service and welfare of the Strong Vocational lnterest Blank. 

Interest Maturity ¥as also a characteristic of an effective counselor. 
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Arbuckle (5) also ~x.plored, the charac:tetistics of effe9t:i,ve cpuq. .. 

se~ors as ju~ged by p~ers. a:~ concll.;i.ded that the MMJ;>I indicat,e4 the 

eff~ct:i,ve couns~lor as the person who sco+ed lower on t~e Hy~ochondria

sis, Depression, Paranoia~ Hysteria, Schizophrenia, Social I. E., an~ 

Psychasthenia scales. 

Brams (8) found that the more effective cou:q.selors were tolerant 

qf ambiguity. The effective counselor was defined as the person who 

could CO!llrounicate effectively in a counseling interview. 

Whiteley, Sprintqall, Mosher, illnd Donaghy (36) studied cognitive 

flexibility and found that the more effective counselor could be char

acterized as having more cognit:i.ve flexibility which col.lld be predicted 

from tpe Rorschach and Thernati~ Apperception Test. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

Introdµction 

This study was 4~sign~d to determine the relationship between 

judged counselor effectiv~ness in sµpervised couns~ling pr~cticum and 

personality~ temperament, interests, and op~n~mindedn~ss of counselor 

ca:nd,ic:h~tes. Sev.t;!.rfll techniquei:i were emp~oyecf. in tqe ~naly$is qf tP.e 

dat~ of the study. They were: 1) the consideration and, selection of 

instrµments used as ~redictor variables~ 2) the consideration and 

selection of a cr~terion variable~ ,) discussion of subjects, 4) pro~ 

cedures, and 5) discussion qf the- statistical treat~ent of the d~ta. 

Instruments Us~d as .Pred,ictors 

The predictors u$ed in this study were selected as they had been 

found by other researchers (Ghapter II) to be useful in predicting the 

effectiveness of counselor candidates. l'he California Psychological 

' Inventory was selected in lieu of other sc~les, such as the ~I, as 

it w~s normed on normal college students. The following four tests 

were admtnistered to the pract~cum students at the beginning of the 

sunnner session and fall session. 

One of the instruments usied to identify the more effective 



counseior was the California fsychological Inventory. The inyent~ry, 

first published in 1937, ilnd r~vhed 19q4, cons~sts of 480 items 

arranged into l~ scales. Designed by Gough for use with normal per-

sons, the purpose of the scale is to provide "behavioral descriptions 

w:lt.h wide social and personal appl.icati•on among pormal individuals" 

(11, p. 96). The scales are; 

1. Do (dominance) To assess factors of leadership ability, 
dominance, persistence, and social. initiative. 

2. Cs (capacity for status) To serve as an inde~ of an 
individual's capacity for status (not his actual or achieved 
status). The scale attempts to measure the pe]j:'sona+ qu~li
ties and attributes which upderlie and le&d to status. 

3, Sy (sociability) To ideptify persons of outgoing, 
sociable, participative temperament, 

4. Sp (social presence) To assess factors such as poise,. 
spontaneity, and self-confidence in personal and social 
interaction. 

5. Sa (self-acceptance) To assess factors such as sense 
of personal worth, seU-acceptance, and capacity for inde
penden~ thinking and action. 

6. Wb (sense of well~being) ~o identify persons who mini
mize their worries and complaints, and who are relatively 
free from self-doubt and disillusionment. 

7. Re (responsibility) To identify persons of conscien
tious~ responsible, and dependable disposition and temper;l
ment, 

8. So (socialization) To indicate the qegree of social 
maturity~ integrity& and rectitude which the individual 
has attained. 

9. Sc (self-control) To assess the degree and adequacy of 
self-1j:'egµ1ation and self-control and freedom from impulsivity 
and self-centeredness. 

10, To (tolerance) To identify persons with permissive, 
acyepting, and non-judgemental social beliefs and attitudes. 

11. Gi (good impression) To identify persons capable of 
creating a favorable impression, and who are concerned about 
how others react t9 them. 
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12, CJn (comµiunali l=Y) 'to ind~cate the degree to which a.n 
individual's reactions and resi;>on~e1;1 c,0J:r1;ulpond to the modal 
("c;iom,mon") pattern established for th~ inventory. 

13. Ac (achieveJnent via confprJnanae) To identif! t;hose 
factors of interest and motivation which facilitate achieve
ment in any setting where conformance is a positive behavior. 

14. Ai (aGhievement via independence) To identify those 
factors of interest and motivation which facilitate achieve
ment; in any setting where autonomy and ;independence are 
positive beh11viors. 

15. ~e (intellectual efficiency) To indicate the degree of 
personal and intellectual efficiency which the individual 
h11s attained. 

16. Py (psychological mindedness) ~o measure the degree to 
which the individual is inter~sted in, and responsive to, 
the inner needs, JUOt:i,ves, and e:icperiences ot others. 

17. Fx (fle~ibi1ity) To ipdicate the degree pf flexibility 
and adaptability of a person's th;inking and social behavior. 

18. Fe (femininity) To assess the masculinity or femininity 
of interests, (High scores indicate more feminine intere~ts~ 
low scores more masculine.) 

There were three validating scales built into the inventory; 1) 

well·being; a low score on th;i..s scale indicat1e~ the individual was 

either underestimating his well-being or exaggerating his worries and 
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misfortunes as distinguished from individ4als who have an accurate and 

objective view of their concerns? i) good impression; a very high score 

indicated the possibilit;Y of test "faking" or undµe concern with ma~ing 

a good impression. Generally this scale helps identify exaggerated 

attempts to place oneself in a favorable light; 3) communality; any 

ind;i,vidµal who 

scores below 25 either did not underst;qnd the instructions, 
were careless, answered randomly or (possibly) deviated 
from the conventional mold in a valid or diagnostic way. 
(11, p. 100) 

Test-retest reliabilities for 125 high school £emales are reported to 



range from .44 to ,77~ with a median of .68. The range of reliabili~ 

ties was .3~ to .75 with a median score o~ .64 far io1 hi&h school 

male~ 1 
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Several approaches to establishing validity are reported in the 

literature, Cotpe (11) stated th,at because of Gough' s "empirical 

wethod" of development the inventory inherently had construct val-idity. 

Factor analysis of the inventory indicated that four or five factors 

cou1d account for most of the variance; these f~ctors were related to 

personal adjustment, soci~l poise, extroversion or gregariousness. 

Strong ~ocationa1 Interest Blank, 

Men's _Form (SVIB) 

One of the instruments used to id.entify the more effec ~:i,.ve counse ... 

1or in this study was the Strong Vocational Interest Blank. In the two 

g(pups tested with the SVIB, both males and females were administered 

the men's form as Cronbac~ (12) reported that the women's form does not 

have satisfactory validity. He also stated that it is preferaPl~ to 

use the men's form with women who plan to enter occupations for which 

the men's form is scored. 

The SVIB, first published in 1927, and revised in 1960 and 1969, 

consisted of 399 items grouped into eight parts. The first five parts 

were arranged into categories related to occupations, school subjects, 

amusement, activities and type of people (2). the e~aminee records his 

preference by circling "L," "I," or "D" which represents "Like~" "Indif

ferent," or "Dislike." The remaini,ng three parts require the examinees 

to: 1) rank activities according to preference, 2) compare interest 

items presented in pairs, and 3) rate his present abilities (2). 
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. ~xtensive infor111ation about validities e,pd reliabi U t~es have been 

reported ~n the ~anual. Test~retest correlations for a 30~day period 

average around .90; about ,75 for a 20-year period~ and .55 far a 35-

year period for men first tested at age sixteen (32, p. 21). 

Ooncurrent validity refers to the power of the test 
ta make discriminations between various criterion samples 
... the index usual1y used is the ~percent overlap.' 
For the men's form, the overlaps range from 15 to 25, with 
a median of 21. (32, p. 21) 

l'he small amount of overlap indicates that the mediani:; are aeparated by 

two standard deviations. 

l'h@ Guilford Zimmerman Temperament 
' . I'". ' . ,, 

§urvexi ... (QZTS) 

.One of the ins trumenti;; used to identity the more e~fec tive ootmse-

lor was the Gui1for9 Zimmerman Temperament Survey. This scale was 

developed by factor analysis for the purpose of systematically present-

ing a comprehensive picture of an individual's temperament traits, 

The inventory consists of ten separate traits or subscales each of 

which is described below: 

G Genera:). A,ctivity - a high score indicates strong drive, 
energy, and activity. A very high G i:;oare may indicate manic 
behavior in which there is much random behavior and wasted 
effort. 

R Restraint - a low score indicates a happy-go-lµoky~ care
free, impulsive individual who would not be well suited to 
positions of responsibility, such as supervision. A high 
score indicates an over-restrained over-serious indivi~ual. 

A A,scendance - scores below six should be avoided in select
ing foremen a,nd supervisors, It is important that a very 
high A score be balanced with favorable scores on Thought
fulness, Restraint, Masculinity, and Friendliness. 

S Sociability - the high and low scores indicated the 
contrast: between the person who is at ease with others, 



enjoys their cOillpa.ny a~d r~adily establi,~hes intimate 
t;'apport, versuE1 tll~ wit;lidiraWP, reserved perst;1p who ;i..s hat~ 
tp get to know. 

E Emoticmal Stability .. a high scl?te i-qdicates optiµi:ism and 
cheeJ;fulness, and ie.motional i;tability. A very low scoJ;e is 
a sign of poor mental health in general; a neurotic tendency. 

O Objectivit~ ~ high scores mean less egoism; low scores 
mea.n touchiness, A too high score might mrpan that the person 
i,1;1 insen13itive to t;:h~ poi,nt that he cannot .;i.ppreciate other 
people's sensitiveness, 

F Friendliness - a high score may mean lack of fighting 
tendencies to the point pacifism, or it may mean a healthy, 
realistic handlipg of ~rus~ratiop and injuries. It may mean 
an urge to please others; a desire to be liked, A !ow score 
means hostility in one form or another, 

T thoughtfulness - one e~trem~ of scoring for this trait is 
related to tl;i.e intq>vert or th,oughtfui a.spec ts while the 
other e~treme of scoring represents the extrovert. 

r fersonal Relations ~ a high score means tolerance aµd 
understanding of other people an4 their human weaknes~es. 
A low score indicates £.iiultfind:i.ng and critical:p.ess of other 
people and in~tit4tions ge:P.erally,. 

~ ~scuitnity ... :if th:is sco:pa is very hi~h~ :it may mean that 
the person :l,s somew~t unsympathetic and callous. 

Ra~h trait was based on 30 ite~s that we~e direct a~firmative type 

s ta temen ts t;:.o which the ex.aJI1inee responded by marking "YlilS, 11 "?, 11 or 

"No" on the answer sheet, 

ithe reliabilities for the tf;!n traits range ~rom .75 to ,87 using 

the 1:1pli t .. half method ap.d I<uder .. Richardso-q. ~pt;mula. These rlilliabili .. 

ties were considered to be adequate in th~~ they tended to cluster 

around .ao (17), The inte~correlations for the trait scores were low 
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;for the most pal't i-qdicfl.ting that the scales were somewhat independent 

of each other. Thus the ten traits were as a whole not measuring the 

same thing, This instrumen~ was primarily selected for use in this 

investigation because it was normed on a normal college ~tudent 



population as opposed to using a scale that qad b~en normed on malad-

justed ind~viduals. 

J,\okeach. D9&maVsm Scale, Form D. (RDS) 

ln this study, one of the instruments used to identify the more 

~ffective counselor was the Dogmatism Scale. This scale was designed 

to measure individual differences on openness or closedness of belief 

systems (27). The scale was constrµated so that people adhering dog-

matically to viewpoints about capitalism, communism, Catholicism, etc. 

woµlq score at one end of the continuum and those low in dogmatism 

would score in the opposite direction (27), Thus a high score would 

indicate a high degree of dogmatism. Form D was composed of 66 six-

point items. The items were grouped as follows: 

1. Cognitive structure of dogmatism - some characteristics 
of thi&, group a"J;"e 'the greater the dogmatism the greater 
isolation between and within the belie! and disbeli~f sys
tems.' The ~reater the dogmatism the more past or future 
oriented the person and the more ~ikely the present is 
rejected as important. 

2. Formal cognitive content of QOgm~tism - the greater the 
dogmatism the greater the belief in absolute positive and 
negative authority. Also, there will be an accompanying 
increase in acceptance or rejectance of people who agree or 
disagree with one's belief~disbelief system. 

3, Function of dogmatism - the individuals with !'.logmatic 
viewpoipts will manifest personality variables ~uch as self~ 
hate, feelings of aloneness and isolation, and a general 
paranoid outlook on life. (28) 

~esponses are scored according to a Likert-type scale with the zero 

point excluded (+3 to -3). !he scores were converted to a one to seven 

scale by adding the constant four to each score. The range of scqres 

possible is frc.;>m 66~462. Split-half reliabilities were obtained on 137 

students and the reportiad coefficient is .91. The aut;:h,ar constructed 
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tbe sc;~le to measure gene:i:al El-1.ll;horita.rianism ot clo~ed l!lindedness. · 

Thi~ means that the soale measures the way an in~ividual adheres to a 

belief ~ not tQe specifip content of tQ~ beli~f. Robinson (27) states 

tb,a~ ''the author'f:I scale has acaompli.shed the purpose for whicP. it was 

cons true ted" F7, p, 341). 

Instrument Used as the Criterion 

The scales used to develop the Counselor Rating Seal~ were 

selected ~s they had been used by Anderson and Anderson (4) and Braros 

. (6), and lM!d been found to Pe valid for r~ting behaviors and verb~liza~ 

tions o~ effective counselors, 

'.fhe cril:et."ion to be used in this stu.dy consiste~ of items selec;:ted 

from two rating scales: 

A. Thirty~t¥o items relat~d to evalµating the counselor were 

selected from the Interview Rating Sea~~ developed by AndersQn and 

Anderson (4). The authors report that research utilizing the scale as 

a criterion ha.ye indicated t~t it is an adequate measure of effective 

communication in the counseling relationship (4). 

B. Thirteen items also related to ev~luating counselors were 

selec;:ted from tpe Counselor Evaluation Rating Scale developed by ~yr:i,c~ 

and Kdly. (24). 

A final sc~le of 45 items was compiled and used to rate ~ounselor 

attitudes and behaviors present in a therapeutic interview. The con~ 

tent validity of the scale was ascertained by confirmation of opinion 

fro111 select.ed facQ.lt::y memb~rs :i,n the Psychplogy and Student Personnel 
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and Guidance programs, Okl~homa State University, as to its apprPpri· 

ateness hi evalqat:l,ng cQt!.Usel.or beb,a.v:l,ors an4 attitudes. l'h~ sc;ale was 

scored in the following manner; 1) weights fro~ pne to five were 

a~s:l,gned to the points in the cQntinuµm; 2) items indicating good rap

port :tiece:l,ved, a maximum e;core of five for "always" and a minimum of one 

for ''never"; 3) items indicating pool;" I,"apport were scored in a reverse 

manner, Scores may range from a maximum of 275 fol," the ideal to a 

minimum of 45. 

Subjects 

The subjects used in this study were graduate students enrolled ;in 

Counseling Practicum (Education 5593), O~lahoma State University, 1972. 

Group 1 cons:l,st;:ed ot nine graduate students en;1rolled in supervised 

counseling practicuw durtna the su~mer session, l.972~ Group Z cpnsist~ 

ed of 22 gra.Auate students who ~eI,"e enrolled in supervised counseling 

practicum durin~ the 1972 fall term .. All subjects were reguired to 

complete supervised counseling practicum as partial fulfi~lment of the 

requirements for a masters degree in Counselor Education, A total of 

31 males and. females took p,:i.rt in the study. Table I represents the 

mean and standard deviation in chronological age for the subjects in 

the study. 

The results of the t test (16) for testing the significance of the 

difference between the means of males and females in chronological age 

indicated that the two groups were not significantly different. The 

results of the t test for testing the significance of the difference 

between the means of Group 1 and Group 2 in chronological age indicated 

that the J:wo groups were not significantly different, 
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Males Females Group 1 Group 2 Total 

Number 12 19 9 22 31 

~ean Age 30.0Q 28,50 34,70 26,82 29.13 

~D Age 7.55 7.23 8.12 6.04 7.62 

Pr~cedures 

At the beginning of each se~ester, t~ counselor caµdid~tes were 

eval,u~ted qn personality as measured by the California Psychological 

Inven~ory~ interest as measured by the Strong Vocational +nterest 

.Survey; and aogrpatism as measured by the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale, Form 

D. All tests were administered by the i~vestigator on the Okl~hoina 

. State University campus to each of the two g+o"ps. 

'l'wo weeks before the end of each semester, the investig~tor met 

with the judges for a tr~ining session. The training session provided 

the judges with knowledge about the use of rating scales and practice 

in using the rating scales for this study. The training sessions were 

conducted according to the program outlined in Thorndike and Hagan 

(33), Warters (34) reported that the training of judges prior to the 

rating e~perience increased the validity and reliability. of the r~tings. 
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During the last week of the semester~ th~ judges and investigator 

rated each counselor candidate on cqJ11petence ~sing the Counselot RA!.ting 

.Scale pevelape~ for thi~ study. the inv~stigato~ collected the ratin~s 

which then became the criterion for analyzing the characteristics of 

effective counselors on personality, interest, temperament and open-

mindedness, The reliability of the ratings was .92, 

Statistical Treatment 

The statistical treatment of tpe data consisted of the calcu~ation 

of int~rjudge reliability, calculation pf coefficients of correlations 

. :for the criterion variable atlP pt'edictc;>r Vil!-t:i.a.bles, computat;:i,.on of a 

stepwise regression ~naly$is, t~sting pf the hypotheses~ and the cQ!llpµ

tation of regression weights to be used in multiple regression equa-

tions.for prediction of the ~riterion. The ca~culations were ~erfor~ed 

on the tnM Computer J60/65 using the BMJ;)02R and 02V progpa~~. 

The intraclass (interjudge) reliabilitr of the thre~ judges was 

computed by a process consisting of twp st~ps, First, ?n analysis pf 

varia~ce was done on the ratings of the judges using the ~MJ;>02V pro-

gram. Second, the variances were then used to determine the intraclass 

cprrelation of the judges' ratings (16). 

Coefficien~s of Correlati9n 
,, I $ · j · . I I ·· .j 

lhe Pear$pn Product Moment correlation procedure was used to 

deter111ine the zero-order correlation coefficients betwl'?en the e;ut>l'!c~les 

o~ the psychoio$ical measures and the ratings of the coun~elar 
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candidates bas~d on th~ Couns~lor Rating Sc~le. The aMP02R program was 

µtilized to calculai:;e these correl<:p;::(..ons, 

A major step in the research was to perform a mult;i.ple regression 

analysis in qrder that the weights for the variables most predictive of 

the crite+io~ could be selecteµ for inclusion in a multiple regression 

equation. The regression technique selected was referred to as step-

wise multi~le linear regression. This an~lysia ¥as performed on the 

IBM 360/65 Computer at the Oklahoma State Uniyersity CO)llputer Center. 

The cq~puter was prograllljlled to ass~s~ the relationships between the 

dependent variable qudges' ratings o~ ~.;i,ch, counselor candidate's 

effect;i.veness) and the 34 preclictpr variables efllployed in tqe st4dy 

(scores on the lU>S~ SVIB, CPI, an4 GZ~~). 
' 

!n the ste~wise regre~sion procedure as describ~d by Draper and 

Smith (14) the variables ~ost h:i.gqly correlate4 with the criterion 

enters into the regression equation first, The next variable to enter 

the regression is that variable whose partial correlation with the 

criterion is highest, The method now examinei; th,e contribut:Lon qf the 

first variable would have made i~ the second variable had been entered 

first. A variable that was the best variaple to enter the regression 

at an early stage may at a later st.age pe dropped ©ut be~ause of the 

relationshi,ps between it and other v~riables now in the regression. To 

cheGk on this~ the partial F criterion fpr eacq variaple in the regres-

sion ~t any stage of calculation is evaluated and compared with a pre-

$elected percentage point of the appropriate F distribution, Thus any 

variable which provides a nonsignificant contribution is removed from 



the regression ~quation. ~he stepwise metho4 selected anotper variable 

that is most highly partially correlated with the criterion to enter 

the regression. Again a partial f test for the variab1es is made to 

determine if each variable should remain in the regression equation. 

The stepwise regression procedur.e wiU te.rminate when po mar~ variables 

will be admitted to the equation and no more are rejected. 

For the purposes of the present research~ the first si~ selected 

variables were inc1udeq in the reported regression equation for each 

judge. The first five selected variables were included in the reported 

n?gression equ,ation for the combined judges' ratings .. On the basis of 

the validity coefficients computed between the ratings of each Judge 

and the pr~dictor variables regression weights were developeq which 

pfedicted the criterion. 

Hypotheses Testing 

The hypotheses described in Chap~er l were tested in the following 

manner. Each hypothesis is restated than followed by the met:;hod of 
\ 

testing for significance. 

A. There are no statistically significant re+ationspips 
between the eighteen scales of the California Psycho
logical Inventory {Dominance, Capacity for Status, 
Sociability, Social Presence, Self~acceptance, Sense of 
Well-being, Responsibility, Socialization, Self-control, 
Tolerance, Good Impressiqn, Commun~lity, Achievement via 
Conformance, Achievement via !ndependence, Intellectual 
efficiency, ~sychological-~indedness, Flexibility, 
Femininity) and the ratings of each of the three judges 
of the cqunselor candidates as measured py the Counselor 
Rating Scale. 

Hypothesis Test; A tabled value of correlation coefficients 
at the ,05 level of significance was used to determine wheth
er the correlation coefficients for each subsca1e of the 
predictor scale and the criterion differed significantly 
from zero (30). 



B. there are no statistically significant relationships 
between the YMCA secretary, social studies high school 
teacher~ city schoql superintendent, minister, psychol
ogist eiubscales of the Strc:mg Vocational Interest ~lank, 
Men's form and the ratings of each of the three judges 
of the counselor candidates as measured by the Counselor 
Rating Scale. 

Hypothesis Test: A tabled value of correlation coefficients 
at the .05 level of signi~icance was used to determine 
whether the correlation coefficients for each subscale of 
the predictor scale and the criterion differed significantly 
frQm zero (30) . 

C, There are no statistically significant relationships 
between the ten scales of the Guilford Zimmerman Tempera
ment Survey (General Activity, Restraint~ Ascendance, 
Sociability, Emotional Stability, Objectivity, Friendli
ness~ Thoughtfulness, Personal relations, and Masculin
it,y) and the ratings of each of the three judges of the 
counselor candidates as meas~red b:y the Counselor Rating 
Sc11le, 

Hypothesis Test; A tabled value of correlation coefficients 
at the .05 level of significance was used to determine 
whether the correlation coefficients for each subscale of 
the predictor scale and the criterion qUfered sign:i,fic;antly 
from zero (30). 

p. There are no statistically significant relationships 
between the couns,:lor trainees' scores on the ~,<;>keach 
Dogniatism Scale, Form D and the ratings of each of the 
three judges of the counselor candidates as measured by 
the Counselor Rating Scale. 

Hypothesis Test: A tabled value of correlation coefficients 
at the .05 level of significance was used to determine 
whether the correlation coefficients for each subscale of 
the predictor scale and the criterion differed si~nificantly 
from zero (30). 

E. There are no statistically significant rel~tionships 
between the eighteen scales of the California Psycholog
ical Inventory and the combined judges' ratings of the 
counselor candidates as measured by the Counselor ~ating 
Scale. 

Hypothesis Test: A tabled value of correlation coefficients 
at the .05 level of significance was used to determine 
whether the correlation coefficients for each subscale of 
the pr~dictor scale and the criterion differed significantly 
from rz:ero (30). 
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.F. ther$ are no statistically stgni!icant relationships 
betweep the five ~elec~~d $Cales of the Strong Vocational 
Interest Bl.an~, Me~' s f<>tlll and tJ:i,e coµib:f.ned ju4ges' rat .... 
ings ot the qou~selpr c~ndidates as measured by th~ 
Counselor Rating Scale, 

Hypothesis Testi A tabled value of correlation coeffici~nts 
at the ,05 level of significance was used to determine 
whether the corr~lation coefficients for ~ach subscale of 
the p;i;edictor scale and the criterion differed significantly 
~rqm zero (30). 

G. There are ~o statistically significant relationships 
between the ten scales of the Guiiford Zill1Il1erman Tempera~ 
ment Survey and the combined judges' ratings of the 
cQunselor candidates as measured by the Counsel.or Rating 
.Sca~e. 

~ypothesis Test: A tabled value of correlation coefficients 
at t~e .05 level of significance was u~ed to determine 
whether the correlation co~ffioi~nts far each subscale of 
the predictor sc~le aµd tqe criterion differed significantly 
fralJI zero (30). 

a. There are no statistically significant relationships 
between the counselor ca~didate~' scores on the Rokeach 
Dogmatism ~cAl~, form D and the combined j4dges' ratings 
of the counselor candidates as measured by 'the Qounselor 
Rating Sc~le. 

Hypothesis Test: A tabled val~e of ~Prl."elation coefficients 
qt the ,05 level ot significance was used to determine 
whether the correlatiqn co~fficients for each subscale ~f 
the predictor scale and the criterion differed significantly 
from zero (30). 

Predic t,i~B of t,he 11Cl."iteris-r;i 

A corobination of measures and regression weights for predic ~~ng 

perf9rmance in the practicum course was determi~ed by means of t4e 

technique of the stepwise multiple regression (30). 

Summary 
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An initial concern for this study was the selection of the predic-

tor variables, The various instruments cqosen were selected because 
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pther researchers (Ch~pter ll) had fqund them useful in predicting 

success i~ various aspects of counselor training. The instruments used 

in this study were administered to the subjects the first two weeks in 

the semester. 

A major consideration was the selection of a criterion variable. 

The c~iterion scale was of the Li~ert type consisting of 45 items which 

evaluated the candidates' behaviors and verbalizations. Each counselor 

candidate was evaluated by three judges 4sing the criterion at the end 

of the semester. 

An interjudge reliability coefficient was calculated to determine 

the degree of correlation among the ratings of the judges. Coeffi

cients of correlation were calculated amon~ the subscales of the pre

dictors and between the predictor subscales and the criterion. The 

testing of each hypothesis was discussed and a stepwise regression 

procedure was used to develop regression equations to predict each 

judge's ratings of the counseloD candidates. ?he results of these 

statistical treatments are presented in detail in Chapter IV, 



CHAPTER J;V 

RESULTS OF THE !NVEST!GA~!ON 

lntroduc ti an 

The purpose of this chqpter was to present and analyze the data 

collected. The findings were discussed in four sections, The first 

section was concerned with the estim~te of the ~eliability among 

judges' ratings, The results of the testing of the hypotheses in addi

tion to the zero-order correlaUon coet:ficients between the prec;lictor 

scales and the ratings wade by each judge we+e presented in the &econd 

section. Relationships among the varia~les and an analysis of regres~ 

sion for each judge were presented in the third section. ~he final 

section presented the relationships amop.g the variables 9'nd fl.n analya:i.s 

of regression for the combined judges' ratings. 

Relationships Among the Judges 

on the Criterion Variable 

Table II presented the ranges and means of ratings made by ea~h 

judge, The ratings were presented in the form of a rating scale evalu

ation. Ratings made by Judge 1 extended from a low score of 141 points 

to a high score of 229 points. Ratings made by Judge 2 extended from a 

low score of 135 points to a high score of 224 points. Ratings made by 

Judge 3 ranged from a law score of 139 points ta a high score of 228 

poip.ts. 

I,. 



Mean 

TAB;LE II 

RANGE AND ~N OF E4CH JUDGES' ~TINGS 

1 

88 

170,10 

Judges 

2 

89 

176.90 

3 

92 

179.97 
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The intraclass correlation coefficient obtained was an index used 

to determine if the judgments ~ade an each counselQr candidate were 

interchan&eable and intercorrelated. A high correlation coefficient 

would indicate agree~ept among the raters. The intraclass correlation 

coefficient oqt~ined u~ing an analysis of variance technique (16) for 

the three j~dges was .9~. Table I+I presented sources of variation for 

the intraclass correlation coefficient, 

TA:8LE III 

INTRACLASS CORRELATION FOR THE THREE JUDGES 

Sol.l.t;"ce of Variation Sum of Squares df 

Ratet;"s 154' 60 2 

Ra tees 54148,98 30 

Residv,q.l $295.22 60 

~k= .92 

Mean Squares 

77 .30 

1804. 97 

138. 25 



The re~ult;.s of the testing of tqe hypotheses are presen.t~d ~n the 

order as the hypotheses were described in Chapter I· 411 hypotheses 

were tested at the ,05 level of significance. Table IV presented the 

zero~order correlation coefficients for the RDS, ~VIB, CPI, and GZTS 

scales and each judges' ratings of the coµnselor candidates. Table V 

presented the zero-order correlation coefficients for the RDS, SV!B, 

CPI, and GZ'!'S and the coml:>in.ed judges 1 ratingf'! of the counselor candi

dates. 

Hypothesis A. A Pearson ~roduct Mo~ent correlation coefficient 

was computed between each of the l~ scales of the Califqrnia Psycholog

ical Inventory and each of the three judges' ratin~s of the counselo~ 

candidates. The cor~elation coefficients showed that there wer~ no 

statistically significant relationships between each of the GPI scales 

and the judges' ratings (Table IV). 

H~pothesis B, A Pearson Prod~ct Moment correlation coefficient 

was computed between each of the selected five scales of the Strong 

Vocational Interest Blank and each of the three judges' ratings of the 

counselor candidates, The correlation coefficients showed that there 

were no statistically significant relationships between each of the 

five SVIB scales and the judges' ratings (Table IV). 

Hypothesis C. A pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient 

was computed between each of the ten sc~les of the Ouilford Zitm:nerman 

Te~perament Survey and each of the three judges' ratings of the cqunse

lor candidates. The correiation coefficients showed that there were no 

statistically significant relationships between each of the GZTS scales 

and the judges' ratings (Table IV), 



TABLE IV 

CORRELATION COEFFJ;CIENTS FOR Ta;E ROQACH 
~OG.MA.TlSM SCA~E, SVlB, CPI, AND GZTS 

A~ RATINGS BY EACH JUDGE 
(N=31) 

Variables 

1. Rokeiach Dogmatism Scale (RDS) 

Strong Voca,tionql Intere~t Blank (SVIB) 
2. Psychologist 
3, YMCA Secretary 
4. SociaL Studies Tea~har 
5. School Superintendent 
6. Minister 

California Psychological Inventory (CPI) 
7. Do111inance 
8. Capacity for Status 
9. . Socia,bili tY 

10. Social Presence 
11. Self-Acceptance 
12. Sense of Well .. Beiµg 
13, Responsibility 
14. Socialization 
15. Self-Control 
16. Tolerance 
17. Good Impression 
18. Communality 
19. Achievement via Conformance 
20. Achievement via In9~pendence 
21. Intellectual Efficiency 
22. Psychological Mindedness 
23. Flexibility 
24. Ferninip.i ty 

Guilforq Zirmnerrnan '.I;ernperament Survey (GZTS) 
25. General Activity 
26. Restraint 
27. Ascendance 
28. Sociability 
29. Emotional Stability 
30. Objectivity 
31. Friendliness 
32. Thou~htfulness 
33. Personal Relations 
34. Masculinity 

1 

-.23 

-.10 
-.24 

.31 

.30 

.17 

-.16 
- .09 

,05 
, 15 

-.04 
.01 
.10 
.11 

-.01 
.oo 

-.33 
.02 

- .08 
I 

.03 

.02 

.05 

.21 

.16 

-.13 
.26 

-.01 
.18 

-.07 
-.01 

,08 
.26 

-.06 
-.21 

*significant at the .05 level of contidence. 

Judges 

2 

-.23 

-.07 
- .18 

.28 
,28 
.17 

... 17 
100 
.Q7 
.15 

... ,01 
.01 
.06 
.13 

-.01 
-.02 
-,29 
"'.05 
-.06 
- .02 

.09 

.08 

.26 

.20 

-,07 
.16 
.01 
.26 

- .11 
,02 
.03 
.2;3 

- .08 
- .15 
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3 
I 

., .40"~ 

-.00 
-.30 

,26 
'15 

- ,05 

- . l.8 
-.17 

,09 
.16 

-,14 
-.02 
-.06 

.03 

.08 

.02 
-,is 

~ 09 
"',00 

.17 

.17 

.06 

.28 
,09 

.13 

.28 

.05 

.21 

.05 

.os 

.14 
-.01 

.21 

.06 



TABLE V 

COJ:UU!:LA.TION COEFF!GIEN'l'S FOO. TaE RQKEACH 
DOGMATISM SCALE, SVIB, CPI, ANO GZTS 

ANO COMB!Nli:D JUDGES' RATINGS 
(N;::31) 
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Variables Combined Judges' Rat~ngs 

1. Rokeach Dogmatism Scale (&.OS) 

Srong Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB) 
2. Psychologist 
~· YMCA Secretary 
4. Social Studies Teacher 
5. School Super~ntendent 
6. Minister 

California Psychological Inventory. (CPI) 
7. Do111inanoe 
8. Capacity for Status 
9. Sociability 

10, Social Presence 
11. Self-Acceptanye 
12. Sense of Well~Being 
13. Responsibility 
14. Socialization 
15 .. Self-Control 
16. l'olerance 
17. Good Impression 
18. Comrnunali ty 
19, Achievement via Conformance 
20. Achievement via Independence 
21. Intellectual Efficiency 
22, Psychological Mindedness 
23. Flexibility 
24. Femininity 

Guil:f;ord Zimmerman Temperament Survey (GZTS) 
25. General Activity 
26. Restraint 
27. Ascendance 
28. Sociability 
29. Emotional Stability 
30. Objectivity 
31. Frienqliness 
32. l'houghtfu1ness 
33. Personal Relations 
34. Masculinity 

* Significant at the ,05 level of confidence. 

-.07 

-.12 
-.25 

.18 

.oo 

.05 

-.26 
-.16 

,QS 
-.01 

.20 
... 17 
-,17 
-.30 
-.22 

.01 
,.., .39* 

,09 
-.21 
-.10 
-.10 
-.27 

.10 

.15 

-.26 
.23 

.,. . 21 
-.07 
-.21 
- . 07 

,21 
.27 
.09 

-.06 
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was computed between th~ RPkeach Dp&;Ql~t~sm Scale $oor~s •nd ~ach o~ the 

three j4dges' ratings of the couns~lor candidates. A statistically 

significant negative correlation coef~icient was obtained between 

judge J's ratings of the coµn~elor candidates and the Rokeach Dogmatism 

Scale (Table IV). 

Hypothfl1.sis ~. A :Pearson Prod4c; t Moment correlation coefficient 

was cOlIIPUted between each of the 18 scales of the California Psycholog

ical Inventory apd the combin~d judges' rating~ 0£ the counse~or candi~ 

dates, The correlation coefficients showed that there was a statisti

cally significant negative correlation P~tween the Gooq Impression 

scale and the combined ~4dges' ratings of th~ c;9unselor pandidates 

(Table V). 

Hypothesis F, A fea+son ?rodupt Mowent car~elatio~ cQefticient 

was cQillputed betw~en each of the five sel~Gted scales of the Strong 

Vocational lnterest alank ~nd the c0111bined j4dges 1 ratings of the 

co4nselor candidat~~. "nte qorrelation coefficients showed that there 

were no statistically significant relationships between each of the 

five SVIB scales and co~bined judges' ratings of the counseior candi~ 

dat~s (Table V). 

Hypothe~is G, .A fea+son·P~oduct '¥oment ~orrelation coe~~icient 

was cQmputed between each of the ten Guilford Zimmerman Temperament 

$qrvey scales and the comp;l.ned juc;lges 1 ratings pf the counselor candi,. 

dates. The correlation coefficients showed that there were no statis~ 

t:;icaUy signUican.t relationships between each of the GZTS scales and 

the combined judges' ratings of the counselor candid~tes (Table V), 

• 



'HypotQ.esis H. A pears on P:roduc t Moment correlatiori. coefficient 

was computed between the Rokea~h Do~atism Saale sqores and ~he c~

bined judges' ratings of tP.e counselor candidat;~s, The co1irel.ation 
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coefficients showed that there ~ere no statistically significant rela-

tion~hips between the Rokeach Dogmatism Sc~le and the combined judges' 

:ratings of the counselor candidate~ (Table V). 

Relationships Among Predictor Variables and 

Analysis of Regression for· Each Judge 

Relationsb&Ps AJltons the Pred.ictgr· Y§riabl$!s 
4 ·• , -,;.. · , ·· . · 1¥ · I·· . 

the inter~orrel~tions of the 34 pre4ictpr vari~bles were presented 

in Appendi~ B, l'he criterion correl~tions were given in Table IV. 

l'here was a tendency oµ the whole .. for t;h~ intercorreJ.ations to be low. 

Out C)f 561 intercorrelatdons fpr the predictor variables only Zl were 

at or above .60. 

The stepwise regression was u~~d to select an efficient combina-

tion of predictor variables and to develop a mu+tiple :regression equa-

tion for predicting the ratings of Judge 1. The correlation coeffi~ 

cients between the ratings of Judge 1 and the predictor scales are 

giv~n in Table IV. The results of the regression aqalysis with weights 

for ~redicting the criterion were given in Table VI. 

':Che results of Table VI suggested that characteristics such as 

S~lf~Control, Restraint, Thoughtfulness and an interest in teaching 

soci~l stupies wei;-e relaJ;:ed to the prediction o~ the criterion, 
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~egative weights for the R.DS and the Good Impression scale of the CPI 

reflected an inverse relationship which may suggeat that open-minde4ness 

and cori.cern about how otheri:i react to t;l:).em were related to the predic.,. 

tion of the criterion. 

TABLE VI 

MULTIPLE REGRESSIO~ EQUATION DEVELOPED 
ON DATA IN TABLE IV 

Predictor Variables: 

xl - Rokeach Dogmatism Scale 

X4 ~ Socip.l Studies Teacher~. SVIB 

X15 - Self-Con tro).~ CPI 

xl7 - Good Impression, CPI 

x26 - Res t;raint~ GZ'.CS 

X32 - Thoughtfulness~. GZTS 

Multiple Correlation Coefficient .68 

Multiple Regression Equation: 

Y (critericm) = 

138.54 - 0.25Xl + 0.09X4 + l.48X15 - 2.63X17 

+ 1. 39X~ 6 + 1.42X32 

Standard Error of Estimate = 20.38 
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It should be noted that variables x15 and x17 have a reported 

intercorrelation of .7?. Variable x1S correlated a ~.oi with the 

criterion apd variable x17 correlated a -.33 with the criterion, 

Variable ~l? acted as a suppressor variable by taking out some of 

variable x17 'Ei nonvalid variance. Garrett (15) descr:i,.bed the suppres

sor variable in the fol+owing manner; 

A test may add to the validity of a battery by acting as a 
suppressor variable, Suppose that Test A correlated .SO 
with a criterion while Test B correlated .10 with the 
criterion, but Test A and B correlate .60. Test B acts as 
a suppressor, that ts takes out some of Test A's nonvalid 
variance thus raising the correlatiqn of the battery (lS, 
p. 399). 

Multiple Regression. E9µation for t\1,c!,ge 2 

The correlation coefficients between the ratings of Judge 2 and 

the predictor scales are presented in Table :i:v. The results of the 

re&ression analysis with weights for prediction of the criterion were 

presented in Tabl.e VII. 

The six predictors appeared to come solely from c:r:i: subscales. 

Four of the six scales showed positive correlation with the criterion. 

It appeared that the characteristics of the Social fresence scale -

poise, enthusiasm, and an expressive nature - were related to the 

prediction of the criterion. Other variables in the regression equa-

tion indicated that such characteristics as being productive (Sense of 

Well-being); calm, patient and deliberate (Self-control)~ and being 

respectful and accepting of others (Femininity) were positivel.y associ-

ated with the criterion. The negative weights contributed by the Good 

Impression 11ndAchievement via );ndependence scf!.les suggested that con-

cern oye11 how other$ react to them and autonomy and independence were 



positive behavio~s in situations where interests facilitated achieve-

ment. As pointed out previously in the discussion of tqe regres~ion 

~quation for Judge 1 va~iable x15 acted as a suppressor for variable 

TABLE VU 

MULTIPLE REGRE:l>SION EQUATION DEVELOPED 
ON DA~A IN TABLE lV 

Predi~tQr Variables~ 

X10 ~ Social Pre~ence, CPi 

x12 - Sense of Well-being, CPI 

x15 ~ Self~co~troi~ CPI 

x17 ~ Good Impression, CPI 

·x20 Achievement via Independence, CPI 

x24 ~ Femininity, GPI 

~ultiple Correlation Coefficient .69 

Multiple Regres~ion Equation: 

Y {Criterion) = 

-18.86 + 2.26x10 + 1.~9XlZ + 3.28x15 - 4.48X17 

- 2.sGx20 + 2.93X24 

Stan~ard ~rror of Estimate = 29.61 

5,5 
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Multiple Regres,dop.. ~9uati,on .f~r Judge 3 

'the stepwise multiple regression technique w11s employed as itldi .. 

cated earlier to select the predictors of the criterion. The zero-

order r's for judge 3 are given in Table IV. The outcomes of the 

~egression analysis and weights for predicting the criterion were noted 

in l'ab1e vu:i;.. 

TABLE v:i:u 

MULTIPLE REGRESSlON EqUATION DEVELOPED 
ON DATA lN [ABLE IV 

Predictor Variables: 

X1 ~ Rokeach Dogmatism Scale 

x4 - Social Studi~s Teao~er~ SVIB 

x8 ~ Capacity for Status, CPI 

X13 - Responsibility, CPI 

x26 - Restraintf GZTS 

x28 .. Sociabil:i, ty, GZ'fS 

Multiple Correlation Coefficient .78 

Multi~le Regression Equation: 

Y (criterion) = 

366.17 - 0.59X1 + 0.66X4 - 6,08X8 - 2,78X13 

+ 3 1 89x26 + 2,41x2a 
Standard Error ot Estimate ~ 16.68 
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The predict9rs were the Ro~each Scale, Social Studies teacher o~ 

the SVJ;:S, Qapacity for Status a,nd Responsibility «;>f th~ CPI, Restraint 

and Sqciability 9f the GZ'rS, Three of the i:;ix scales had positive 

weights. Characteristics such as an interest in teaching soci~l 

studies~ a somewhat serious attitude, and being at ease with others 

manifested a positive relationship with the criterion, The negative 

weights suggested an inverse relationship with the criterion. As was 

expected a low score on the RDS indicated that open.,mindedness was 

related to the criterion. A low drive or desire for status and a 

somewhat immatqre level of r~sponsibility were also associated with 

tqe criterion. 

Analysis of Regression for the 

Combined Judges' Ratings 

The stepwise multiple regresi;;ion technique was employed as indi .. 

cated earlier to select the predictors of the criterion from the vari-

ables presented in Table V. Only one criterion correlation was above 

,35. This negative coefficient occurred between the Good Impression 

scale of the CPI and the criterion as repor~ed in Hypothesis Er 

Multiple Resression Equation for 
.. ' ., - '" ' ' 'µ,. • 

C9mbined Judges' Ratings 
i·· ' ' ' 

The zero~order r's in Table V were used to develop the regression 

eqµa,tion for the combined judges' ratings. The results of the regres-

si,on analysis with weights for prediction of the criterion were present., 

ed in Tal:>le IX, 



'Iil\BLE ·:i:x; 

MULTIPLE J.U:Gl\ESSION EQUAT~ON DJVELQFED 
ON O.ATA J;N TABLE IV 

x14 .., ~ocialization, CPI 

·x17 - Good Impression, CPI 

x24 - Femininity, CPI 

'Xi6 - Restraint,. GZ'.J;S 

x33 ~ Personal Relations, GZTS 

Multiple Correlation Co~fficient .75 

~ultiple Regression Equation: 

Y (q:itarion) = 

227.58 - 2.96X14 - 13.01Xl7 + 2.25X24 + 2.oox26 

+ 1.87x33 

Standard Error of Estimate= 17.so 

The predictors on the basis of the ~ultiple regression analysis 
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were Socialization, Good Impressiop, ~nd Femininity scales of the CP+. 

Restraint and Personal Relations scales of the GZTS, The results in 

Table lX showed that two out of the five scales were negative, ;Nega ... 

tive weights for the Socialization and Gooq lmpression scales reflected 

an inverse relationship with the criterion for such characteristics as 

social maturity, rectitude and making a good impression. The thI:'ee 

scales with positive weights suggested that acceptance of others, 



bel;l.aving iu a conscientious manner, serio~s or restrained attitude, an9 

~n 4nderstanqing of others were r~lated to th~ criterion. 

in t~is chapter, efforts were m~de to presen~ various a~pe~ts of 

the outcomes in an organized manner. Chapter V contains discussions of 

findings, conclusions, and reconnnenda,tions for f\.\rther study, 



CHAPTER. V 

SUMMARY OF FlNDINGS, CONCLUSIONS 

AW> REGO~NDATIONS 

Discq.s1:3ion 

As stated previously in the study counselor educators had reported 

a need to distiµguish the characteristics of competent counselors, It 

was deemed advisable tq look car~fully at the characteristics which 

distinguisijed the effective counselor in order to provide some illumi

nating guiq~lines for selection procedures. R,esearchers such as Demqs 

a~d Zuwalif (l~) and Jansen, Rabb and BonK (21) have Gonfirmed the fact 

tpat a lack of consensus e~ists on now to define the effective counse

lor. Such a 1ac~ of consensus be~o~es a fundamental problem when 

attempting to study the characteristics of an effective counselor, ln 

this study, the effective counselor candidate was defined as one who 

received high ratings by judges on the Counselor Rating Scale. 

Exploratory in nature~ this study attempted to determine the rela

t;iqnship between judged counselor effectiveness and non-inteUectual 

characteristics of counselor candidates with aspirations of providing 

information relative to selection procedures. Counselor effectiveness 

was judged by three graduate students in the Student Personnel and 

Guidance Program at Oklahoma State University, 1972~ The criterion 

employed was a five-point Counselor Rating Scale. The Rokeach 
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:Do~atism Scale, Strong Vocational Interest 8lank~ men's form, 

Ca1tforqia fsycholQgical Inventory~ and Guilford Zinnrier~an Temperament 

Survey wepe used to ~easure the non-intellective variables. 

Data was collected on two groups of g+aduat~ students. Group 1 

cqnsi~ted of graduate studen~s enrolled in supervised counseling 

practicum during the summer semester, 1972. Group 2 consisted of 

gradu~te students who were enrolled in supervised counseling practicum 

during the fall semester, 1972. Tl;ie N's of both groups totalled 31. 

'the results of the statistical analyses were given in the preced

ing section. A discussion and summarization of the findings are given 

below. Two predictor variables were found to be associated with coµn

seling effectivenessr 

. (1) One qf ~he two factQrs was the RDS. A statistically signif

icant ne~ative co~relation was found to exist between the RDS 

and the crit!erion for Judge 1. The negative correlation w~s 

in the expected direction as a low score indicated open

mindedness. .. Stefflre, K.ing, and Leafgren (31) aPd JAckson 

and Thompson (20) had also found the scale to be correlated 

with counseling effectiveness. aowever, since the correla

tion occurred only with the ratings of Judge 3 it was con

cluded that a single significant correlation in a ban~ of 

zero-order correlation coefficients could be suspect~d of 

having arisen by chance. 

(2) The second predictor variable associated with counseling 

effectiveness was produced when th~ combined ratings of the 

judges were analyzed. A statistically significant negative 

Gorrelation was ~ound to exis4 between the Good Impression 
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$cale of the CPI ~nd th~ com~ined judges' ratings, ?he nega~ 

tive correlation of the scale with the criterion indica~ed 

that concern for creating a favorable impression and concern 

about how others reacted to them were characteristics of the 

subjects included in the study. 

When the outcomes were reviewed in terms of the hypotheses to be 

tested (Chapter I), the following conclusions appeared to be in line 

with the findings: 

(l) The criterion correlations were low between the scales of the 

CPI and each of the three judges' ratings. None of the zero

order correlation coefficfents departed significantly :from 

zero, thus the ~ull hypothe&is was tentatively retained. 

(2) The criterion correlations were low betweep the selected 

scales of the SVlB and each of the three judges' ratings. 

~one of the zera~order correlation coefficients departed 

signiticantly from zero, thus the null hypothesis was tenta

tively retained, 

(3) The criterion correlations were low for the ten scales of the 

GZTS and each of the three judge's ratings. None o~ the 

zero-order correlation coefficients departed significantly 

from zero, thus the null hypothesis was tentatively retained, 

(4) A significant difference was found to exist between the RDS 

and Judge 3's :i;-atings. Since t;h!? bulk of the criterion r's 

for the three judges was low the significant difference was 

considered to have occurred by chance. 

(~) A significant difference was found to exist between the Good 

~mpressiop scale of the CPI and the combined judges' ratings; 



the null hypothesis was rejected, 

(6) ~he criterion correla~~ons were low for the selected scal~s 

of the ~VIB and the combined judges' ratings. The null 

hypothesis was tentatively retained, 

(7) The criterion correlations were low for the ten GZTS scales 

and the combined judges' ratings. The null hypothesis was 

tentatively retained, 
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(8) The criterion corre+ations were low for the R,DS and the com

bined judges' ratings. The null hypothesis was tentatively 

retained, 

Conclusions 

Certain generalizations may be drawn from the findings of this 

investi~ation. Generally, individuals pr~senting a moderate need to 

make a favorable impression were judged as being the more effective 

counselors. These people were also those counselor candidates who 

appeqred to be concerned about how others reacted to them. ijespite 

the finding of some statistical significance, it was concluded that a 

single significant correlation in a bank of correlation coeff:Lcients 

could qave occurred by chance. 

Another generalization that could be drawn from the results of 

this study is that those counselor candidates who were rated effective 

were those individuals who were more open~minded in their belief 

systems, However, it was again concluded that a single significant 

correlation in a bank of cprrela,tion coefficients could have arisen by 

chance, A lack of information from counselees, counselor candidates 

and supervisors regarding eApectancies of the counseling relationship 



left the essential qualities of counseling effectiveness ~11descripe4, 

One question cqncerning counseling effectiveness that remained unan~ 

swered by this study was: What non-intellectual characteristics are 

adequate predictors of counseling effectiveness in counseling practi

cum? 

Recommendations 

The following suggestions are listed as possible concerns for 

implementation in future research: 
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(l) lnvestigat~ the predictive validity of the multiple regres

sion models developed in this study by applying the predic

tors to a larger sample of counselor candidates enrolled in 

the counseling practiclJ.Jll course at Okla4oma State University 

and utilizing a smaller number of variables. 

(2) A follow-up of couns~lor candidates in this study to deter

mine such matters as: (~) which capdidates are now employed 

as school counselors; (b) reasons offered for not having 

entered the work of a school counselor. 

(3) Further investigate the Good lmpression scale of the CP~ as 

a predictor. 

(4) Inyesti~ate the e4pectancies regarding the type of counseling 

relationship needed for effectiveness on the part of counse

lor candidates~ counselees, peers, and supervisors, 

(5) ~nvestigate the effect of improving the counselor candidate 1 s 

own quality of self ... understanding and self-acceptance through 

personal therapy in order that the counselor candidate may 

become himself a more effective instrument in his therapeutic 
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relationship~. 

(6) Further investigate the evaluation of counseling effective~ 

ness under carefully con~rolled conditions so tqat systematic 

gµidelines for the selection of counselor candidates can be 

developed, 
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APPENDJ;X A 

RAT:tNG SCALES 



INl'ERVIEW RATING SCALE 

Instructions 

It is essential that all ratings be made by you as honestly as possible. 
Your task is to rate this counseling experience at the present time. 
Rate the experience in terms of "what is now," not "what ought to be," 
Look at the following example which has been filled out to show you how 
to use the scale. 

SA J; Stron&ly Agr~ 
A I Agree 

AP I Agree in Part 
, ... : .. ,.._,..~ 

SA A@ PP D SD 

D}> I pisagree in Part 
~ 

:0 I Disagree 
SP I syr1ons1y Disagree 

j, 

1. The counselor is a nice person. 

The person who marked this thinks that his counselor is ~ nice person 
some of time. He agreed with the statement in part. You are to answer 
all the questions by circlipg tqe best response that you feel about th.e 
interv:l..ew at the present time. Use aµy pne of the six re1;:1ponses for 
rating each statement according to the extent it holds true in your own 
experience, 

Here are some hints to help yo1,1: 
1. Work rapidly. There i~ no time limit, but do not spend much time 

on any one ~tem, 
2. Mark all items according to lour feelings today. 

Name Code 

SA A AP DP D SD 1. The counseior giyes the impression of being 
intellectuaily aloof from the client. 

SA A AP DP D SD 2. The counselor creates a feeling of "warmth" 
in the relationship. 

SA A AP DP , D SD 3, 'I;he counselor had a condescending attitude. 

SA A AP DP D SD 4. The counselor insists on being always "right," 

SA A AP DP D SD 5. The counselor is uncertain of himself. 

SA A AP DP D SD 6. The counselor is artificial in his behavior. 

7() 
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SA A AP OP D SD 7. The counselor's tone of voice conveys the 
ability tp share the client's feelings. 

SA A AP DP D SD 8, Th~ counselor acts as if he had a jo~ to qo 
an~ didn't care how it was accompl~shed. 

SA A AP DP D SD 9. The· counselor "connnunicates" the attitude 
that the client's problem is o:t; teal impor .. 
tanc:e, 

SA A AP DP D SD 10. l'he counselor is ver:y patient. 

SA A AP DP D SD 11. The counselor is a warm, lilincere individual. 

SA A AP DP D SD 12. '.!;he counselor fJ;"ightens the client. 

SA A AP DP D SD 13. The counsela:r; i;lc ts cold and distant, 

SA A AP DP D SD 14. The counselor pushes the client into saying 
things that aren't really true. 

SA A AP DP D ~D 15' The cqunselor behaves as if the interview is 
a routine, mecha.IJ.ical process, 

SA A AP DP D SD ~6. The counselor accep~s expression of thf;l 
c;I.:i,.ent·' $ thoughts and desires without con· 
damnation. 

SA A AP DP p SD 17, The counselor shows a U21.ggi,ng of inte:i;-iast. 

SA A AP DP p SD 18. 'l'he i;iounselor 1s techn~ques are ol>vious and 
c 1UIJ1SY, 

SA A AP QP D SD 19. l'he oou,ns~lor i, I? restless while talking to 
the client, 

SA A AP DP D SD 20. The counselor µas a casual relaxed manner o~ 
opening the interview. 

SA A AP DP D SD n. The counselor communicate~ little understand~ 
ing o:t; the client. 

SA A AP DP D SD 22. The counselor 1 s remarks 1T1ake tqings cleare:t;" 
for the client, 

SA A AP DP D SP 23. l'he counselor is awkward in starting the 
;interview. 

SA A, AP DP D SD 24. l'he counselor i~ ''to the client" a very 
. "human" peri:ion. 

SA A AP DP D . SD 25. The counselor makes :(:q.r~fetc;hed remarks. 
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SA A AP DP D SD 26. The counselor h~s a good sense of Q.umor. 

SA A AP DP D SP 27. The counselor's. tqne of voice encourages the 
cU.ent. 

SA A AP DP D SD 28. The counselor understands completely the 
client's feelings~ 

SA A AP DP D SD 29. The counselor's language is cpnfused. 

SA A AP DP D SD 30. The counselor is a "c lock-watcher . " 

SA A AP DP D SD 31. The counselor gives the impression of 
"feeling at ease." 

SA A AP PP D SD 32. The counselot;' is a co-worker wi,th !:he client 
on a common problem. 
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COUNSE~OR R.A.TlNG SGAL~ 

Below are listed some s~~t~ments which are related to evaluation 
in supervising a coµnseling expe~ience. r1ease consider each statement 
with reference to yoµr knowledge of the counse!or rated. 

Please circle the response on the left according to how strongly 
you agree or disagree. Please ~ark ~very statement. 

SA l Strongly Agree 
A l f>.&,ree 4 

· ' 
1 

AP I fi.sree !g, :Part 

PP I Di~asrre ,m Part 
D l · Disa&r~e · 

SD I Strond;x Disagree 
.;. ' (A , , . .. .. 

SA A A:P DP D SD 1. Demons~rates ~n interest in client's prob~ 
lems. 

SA A AP DP D SD 2, Tends to approach clients in a mechanical~ 
perfµnctory manner. 

SA A AP DP D SD 3. Tends to talk more than client d4ring coun
seling. 

SA A AP DP D sp 4. Is sensitive to dynamics of self in counsel
ing relationship. 

SA A AP DP D SD 5. Is ~enuin~ly relaxed ang co~fort~ble in the 
cou,nseling ses~ion. 

SA A AP DP P SD 6, ~s aware of botP content and feeling in 
po4nseling session, 

SA A AP DP D SD 7. Tends to be rigid in counseling behavior, 

SA A AP D:P D SD 8. Lec~ures and mqralizes in counseling. 

SA A AP pp D SD 9. Can be spontaneous in counseling, yet 
behavion is relevant. 

SA A AP DP P SD 10. Lacks self-confidence in establishing coun
seling relationships. 

SA A AP DP D SD 11. Can express thoughts and feelings clearly in 
counseling. 

SA A AP Jf D SP ~2. Verbal behavior in counseling is appropri
ately flexible and varied~ according to the 
situation" 

SA A AP DP D SD 13. Applies a consistent rationale of human 
behavior to counseling. 
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SA A AP DP D so 14. Can be r~commended for a counseling pos~tion 
without re~erv~t~ons. 



Af PENOIX B 

7<) 



Variable 
Number 

9 

w 
ll 

u 
u 
m 
u 
u 

" 
IB 

u 
m 
H 
n 
~ 

24 

25 

H 

" 
28 

29 

JO 

H 

D 

u 
34 

!-lean 

SD 

1.00 -.41 .44 .17 -.19 

1.00 -.52 -.49 .07 

1.-00 .. 30 -.oo 

LOO .47 

.LOO 

INTERCORRELATIONS OF PREDICTOR VARIABLES 

1 '10 11 12 13 14 15 .i6 u 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 :]l 32 33 34 

.01 -.27 -.38 -:52 -.48 .;13 ".50 -.44 -.i9 -.18 -.64 ·-.11 .17 -.40 -.69 -.69 -.47 -.45 "·09 .09 -.14 - .. 25 -.36. -.22 -.47 -.42 .. 10 -.44 .05 

.35 .26 .22 .ll .21 -.02 .06 .37 .19 .05 .20 .19 -.34 .26 .28 .24 .19 .07 .22 .09 ..• 24 -.07 .17 .32 -.03 -.01 .D .03 -.13 

.06 ;34 .28 .22 .23 .• 39 -.07 -.40 -.12 -.46 •.25' -.16 .23 -.36 -.33 -.01 .03 -.09· -.44 .14 -.47 .35 .12 -.10 -.19 -.38 -;09 -.19 .15 

.J7· -.10 -.06 .02 -.02 .·16 -.20 -.11 .u -.30 •.29 · -.J1 .44 -.25 -.12 -.33 -.23 -.06 .15 -.14 -.15 .02 .u -.45 .,1a -.16 -.n -.14 -.:21 

.36 .27 .24 .27 .23 :27 -.11 .14 .27 -.u .11 -.16 .33 · .16 .01 •. Of! .12 -.31 ;13 -.35 .21 · .29 .20 .16 .11 .23 .u -.oo -'.23 

LOO .04 .10 -.02 .09 .19 -.07 .10 ,26 .,24 -.Zl -.10 .02 -.18 -;03 -.26 -.17 -.05 .38 -.17 .10 -.31 .15 -.21 -.25 .04 .14 -.28 -.1i9 

1.-00 .48 .63 .68 ,61 .43 .21 .21 -.34 .46. -.03 -.04 .17 .. 13 .5'4 .55 -.llO -.39 .08 -.u .56 .50 .. 45 .28. -.23 ;02 .34 .20 

.i.oo· .69 .59 .57 .36 .18 .OI -.17 .52 .li .U .24 .36 .56 .41 .32 -.16 .21 .OS .35 .60 ... 19 .20 .14 -.17 ;U ·'' 

i.oo .so .63 .4s .06 -.Jis .25 .55 -.04 .14 .18 · .35 .c68 .so .3o -.J2 -.11 -.06 .49 .. 62 .JO .n .06 -.12 .21 .is 

l.ilO .54 .44 -.03 -.06 -.42 .-so -.21 -.QJ .01 .28 .41 .. S4 :44 --48 .06 ".25 .39 .10· .31 ,33 .-02 -.19 .26 .·25 

1.00 .18. -.17 -.07 -.61 .17 -:18 .21 -.07 -.08 .29 .20 ,-01 -.20 -.-OB -.12 .JO .47 .06 -02 -.07 -.14 .Q!I -.oo 
1.00 .48 .1a .JS .69 .48 -~-.1 .48 .63 .. s5 .48 .35 -.20 -.06 .04 .. 22 .4o .56 .s6 .4o -.21. .51 .n 

l.00 .61 .54 .54 .4S -.27 .~ .58 .Jl .ll ,Q2 .JO .U .S2 .07 -.02 .37 .21 .JO -.'37 .2' -.28 

1.00 .29 .20 .31 -.U .·37 .27 .11 .. 34 - . .16. .42 •.15 .23· .08 .05 .1-0 -.U -.16 .28 .-20 -.46 

1.00 .:Jl .72_· -:31 .S5 .47 .U .10 -.10 .31 -.20 .45 .·.01 -.24 .34 .24 .24 .06 .29 -.OJ 

l.·00 .41 ·<19 .62 . ,-71 .70 .62 .30· -.07 -.02 .. 23 .37 .34 .49 ,s7 .34 •. 08 .JS .29 

i.oo -.20 .n .46 .1, _15 ··.1a .37 .o3 .21 .06 -.01 .35 .24 .21 -.04 .n .o3 

1.-00 -.19 -;JO -.09 -.24 -.20 .02 -.10 -.02 -.01. -.07 -.23 -..10 -.. 06 .07 -.11 -.'13 

l.00 .57 .53 CJ9 -.04 .20 -.10 .37 ._25 .04 .49 .46 .10 .08 .38 .16 

LOO .. 47 .46 .40 .09 -.04 .ZS .25 .22 .31 .42 .» -.14 .SO .06 

1.00 .bf .28 -.28 .03 -.03 .47 .40 . • SO .:SS .U .03 ,49 :JS 

1.00 .33 -_.32 .02 .00 ,49 .40 .49 .56 .06 .04 .53 .u 

1.00 -.13 .29 -.18 .03 .47 -.118 .24 .49 -.2t .19 .'19 

1.00 -.05 .31. -.25 -.118 -.38 -.32 .04 :;it. -.10 -.SS 

1.00. -.29 .01 .14 -.18 .•. 01 -.• 05 -.23 -.14 .25 

1.00 -.·13. -.13· .31 .06 .26 .-36 .14 -.05 

1.00 .29 .22 .27 - .29 -.02 .31 .44 

1.00 .Zl .14 -.03 •.28 .17 .13 

1.00 .5S .10 ,QJ .49 .33 

1.00 .44 • .01 .51 .53 

i.oo -.10 .JO .oo 

1.00 -.03 -;16 

1.00 .lll 

1.00 

200.77 36.23 40.45 41.09 33.3.2 38.71 3.1.19 22..00 27.61 39.87 23.61 38.52. 31.61 37.97 31.81 25.81 19.10 25.77 31.42 24.1343.32 13.52 U.29 19.65 17.39 -19.39 15:97 21.16 21.19 21.·03 18.06 20.65 20.23.15.55 

30.14 9.52 u.26 9.99 8.56 n.41 5.62 :!:sz-4.425-:6°~ J.9·3· 3.02 4.oo 3.79 5.aa 3.1s s.24 1.45 3So 3.17 4.43 2.11 J.s2 s.60 io.39 3.31 4.67 ];92 4.39 3.53. 3.96 4.24 5.21 5.22 
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